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Abstract

The role of turbulence in the process of magnetic reconnection has been the subject

of a great deal of study and debate in the theoretical literature. At issue in this

debate is whether turbulence is essential for fast magnetic reconnection to occur in

collisionless current sheets. Some theories claim it is necessary in order to provide

anomalous resistivity, while others present a laminar fast reconnection mechanism

based on the Hall term in the generalized Ohm’s law. In this work, a thorough

study of fluctuations in the current sheet of the Magnetic Reconnection Experiment

(MRX) was performed in order to ascertain the importance of turbulence in a labo-

ratory reconnection experiment. Using amplified Langmuir and magnetic probes,

broadband fluctuations in the lower hybrid frequency range ( fLH ∼ 5− 15 MHz)

were measured which arise with the formation of the current sheet in MRX. The

frequency spectrum, spatial amplitude profile, and spatial correlations in the mea-

sured turbulence were examined carefully, finding consistency with theories of the

lower-hybrid drift instability (LHDI). The LHDI and its role in magnetic reconnec-

tion has been theoretically studied for decades, but this work represents the first

detection and detailed study of the LHDI in a laboratory current sheet. The ob-

servation of the LHDI in MRX has provided the unique opportunity to uncover

the role of this instability in collisionless reconnection. It was found that: (1) the

LHDI fluctuations are confined to the low-beta edge of current sheets in MRX;
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(2) the LHDI amplitude does not correlate well in time or space with the recon-

nection electric field, which is directly related to the rate of reconnection; and (3)

significant LHDI amplitude persists in high-collisionality current sheets where the

reconnection rate is classical. These findings suggest that the LHDI does not play

an essential role in determining the reconnection rate in MRX.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

M AGNETIC RECONNECTION is an important process in magnetized

plasmas which results in rapid release of magnetic energy and rapid

changes in magnetic topology even in highly conductive plasmas

[see, e.g. BISKAMP, 1994]. The rapid energy release in this process is thought to

be the source of solar flares and heating in the solar corona [MASUDA et al., 1994;

PREIST et al., 1998], particle acceleration in the magnetosphere (causing phenom-

ena like the Aurora) [MCPHERRON, 1979], and ion heating in some magnetic fusion

devices [HOWELL and NAGAYAMA, 1985]. The topological change associated with

this process can lead to global effects such as enhanced particle and heat trans-

port (e.g. sawteeth and IRE’s in fusion plasmas [YAMADA et al., 1994]) and loss of

equilibrium and confinement (e.g. coronal mass ejections in the solar corona [AN-

TIOCHOS et al., 1999]). Magnetic reconnection has been studied theoretically and

experimentally for decades. While much progress has been made in our under-

standing of the problem, many key issues remain either unresolved or their pro-

posed solutions are currently controversial. The primary focus of this dissertation
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is a study of plasma turbulence and its role in the process of magnetic reconnec-

tion. This topic is at the heart of an important question in reconnection: what is the

physical mechanism behind magnetic energy dissipation in collisionless magnetic

reconnection?

First, a proper introduction to the problem of magnetic reconnection must be

given. We will start with heuristic arguments and quantitative derivations based

on the resistive magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model, which is quite appropriate

for application on macroscopic scales in plasmas such as the solar corona. The

governing equation for the magnetic field in a resistive MHD plasma can be con-

structed from Faraday’s law:

∂B
∂t

= −1
c
∇× E

and Ohm’s law, which is an approximation to the electron fluid momentum equa-

tion:

E +
v× B

c
= ηj

Ohm’s law states that the electric field in the reference frame of the plasma is bal-

anced by friction due to Coulomb collisions. The resistive MHD induction equa-

tion is then:
∂B
∂t

= ∇× (v× B)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∼B/τA

+
ηc2

4π
∇2B︸ ︷︷ ︸

∼B/τR

(1.1)

Two timescales are present in this equation, the Alfvén timescale τA = L/vA, and

the resistive timescale τR = 4πL2/ηc2, where L is the scale length of the magnetic

field. The resistive timescale represents the time for the magnetic field to diffuse

over the scale length L. It also represents the timescale for magnetic energy dis-

sipation in this model. The Alfvén timescale, τA, is the time for an Alfvén wave
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to propagate over a distance L, and represents the fastest timescale over which the

magnetic field can change in the MHD model. A dimensionless number S = τR/τA

can be defined from these two timescales, which is called the Lundquist number.

As this dimensionless number becomes very large, S → ∞ (or, equivalently, on

timescales much shorter than the resistive timescale, τR), Eqn. 1.1 tends toward the

ideal MHD equation for the magnetic field:

∂B
∂t

= ∇× (v× B)

The ideal MHD induction equation has very important conservation properties,

most notably the topology of the magnetic field and the number of field lines (and

magnetic flux) are conserved. In this limit, the magnetic field is said to be “frozen”

into the plasma, meaning that the two move together and diffusion of one relative

to the other is not possible.

In some physical systems with large S, such as the solar corona, topological

change and energy release are observed on time scales much shorter than τR. This

behavior might be allowed in a resistive MHD plasma by the formation of sharp

gradients in the magnetic field, called current sheets1 [SYROVATSKII, 1971]. In these

current sheets, the scale sizes are such that the resistive term becomes important

and magnetic energy dissipation and topological change are possible. These fine-

scale structures can be developed through macroscopic flows in an MHD plasma.

As an example, consider magnetic loops in the solar corona, an observation of

which by the TRACE2 satellite is shown in Figure 1.1. The structure in this EUV
1In this dissertation, “current sheet” will refer to what is typically called a neutral sheet, where

the magnetic field reverses direction across a region of large current density
2Transition Region and Coronal Explorer, TRACE, is a mission of the Stanford-Lockheed Insti-

tute for Space Research, and part of the NASA Small Explorer program.
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image is due to magnetic fields emerging from the photosphere of the sun. Fig-

ure 1.2(a) is an two-dimensional illustration of two magnetic loops, motivated by

this type of observation3. The field lines lie in two types of regions: “private” re-

Figure 1.1: Extreme ultraviolet image of the Sun’s surface showing coronal loops.
(Image courtesy of TRACE)

gions in which field lines are confined to one loop, and “public” regions in which

the field lines connect to both loops. The foot points of the two loops are in the pho-

tosphere of the sun, and are imagined to be convected by fluid motions along the

surface. This convection might lead to a situation like that shown in Figure 1.2(b),

where the loops are forced toward one another. If a highly conducting plasma is

present on the field lines, no electric field would be allowed to develop at the null

line (N), and therefore no flux would be allowed to pass from the “private” regions
3This scenario is originally due to SWEET [1958]; figures from KULSRUD [1998].
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to the “public” region. A current density will arise at the null point to resist the at-

tempt to push flux through the null point, and a current sheet will be formed. The

current sheet will thin and the current density will build until the point that dis-

sipation becomes significant and the frozen-in condition is broken. At this point,

magnetic field lines from the private regions can diffuse through the null point,

where may break and “reconnect” with lines from the other private region, lead-

ing to a final state shown in Figure 1.2(c). The rate at which this process, called

magnetic reconnection, should proceed has been the topic of theoretical studies

for decades.

1.1 2-D, Steady-State Resistive MHD Models of Re-

connection

1.1.1 Sweet-Parker reconnection

The first quantitative model of magnetic reconnection was proposed by SWEET

[1958] and PARKER [1957]. The current sheet geometry in the Sweet-Parker model

is shown in Figure 1.3. The model assumes steady-state resistive MHD with con-

stant inflow velocity u and outflow velocity v, using the steady-state momentum

equation (ignoring magnetic tension):

ρ(v · ∇)v = −∇
(

p +
B2

8π

)
and the steady-state induction equation, with a classical collisional resistivity, η:

∂B
∂t

= 0 = ∇× (v× B) +
ηc2

4π
∇2B.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.2: Illustration showing a two-dimensional example of current sheet for-
mation due to macroscopic flows. (a) Two magnetic loops prior to photospheric
forcing. (b) Formation of a current sheet (at N) due to forcing. (c) Field line struc-
ture after the lines are allowed to break and reconnect at the current sheet.
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u

v∼vA

L

δ

Figure 1.3: Sweet-Parker current sheet geometry.

The momentum equation can be integrated along a streamline to obtain a magnetic

Bernoulli equation:
ρv2

2
+ p +

B2

8π
= constant

Evaluating this equation from the upstream region to the center of the current

sheet, assuming velocity gradients are small, we find ∆p = B2/8π , where ∆p is

the plasma pressure difference between the upstream region and the current sheet.

A second application of the Bernoulli equation to the outflow region (assumed to

be magnetic field-free) results in the determination of the outflow speed:

v =

√
B2

4πρ
= vA

The induction equation tells us that any magnetic field which is brought into the

current layer is resistively destroyed:

u
B
δ

=
B
δ2

ηc2

4π

We now need an additional condition to get both δ and u; the continuity equation

provides this constraint. If we assume that the flow is incompressible, we have the

simple expression:

uL = vδ = vAδ
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Combining this with the induction equation, we find that the inflow speed nor-

malized to the Alfvén speed is:
u

vA
=
√

1
S

(1.2)

The time to reconnect a macroscopic piece of flux can be estimated from this result:

τrec =
L
u

=
√
τAτR

This timescale is significantly faster than the resistive diffusion timescale, τR, but

is still too slow to explain observed timescales in natural phenomena such as solar

flares. Solar flares are observed on timescales of tens of minutes to a few hours,

while the Sweet-Parker model predicts reconnection timescales of a few months.

For this reason, the Sweet-Parker theory is sometimes called “slow” reconnection.

The bottleneck in Sweet-Parker reconnection is the tie between the dissipation rate

(η) and width of the current sheet. In order for the resistive term to be effective, the

current sheet scale must shrink to the point where collisional dissipation is signifi-

cant. The resulting narrow sheet, coupled with a fixed outflow velocity, limits the

outflow mass flow rate, which in turn limits the inflow and hence the reconnec-

tion rate. The challenge for reconnection researchers in the decades following the

introduction of the Sweet-Parker model has been to determine what new physics

must be added to this picture to achieve the fast timescale reconnection which is

observed in nature.

1.1.2 Petschek reconnection

PETSCHEK [1963] proposed a solution to the mass outflow bottleneck in the Sweet-

Parker model. In this model it is proposed that slow-mode shocks, propagating

in the upstream direction, might develop in the outflow region of a Sweet-Parker
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slow-mode shock

SP Layer

Figure 1.4: Current sheet geometry for Petschek reconnection

current layer, as shown in Figure 1.4. Breaking of the frozen-in condition occurs

in the small Sweet-Parker layer, however, most of the mass can bypass this small

layer by moving across the shocks, where it is accelerated to the Alfvén speed in

the outflow direction. The aspect ratio of the current sheet is near unity, allow-

ing nearly Alfvénic inflow in the incompressible case. The reconnection rate in

the Petschek model is fairly insensitive to the value of the resistivity (the rate is

found to go as ln S), and is therefore attractive for collisionless plasmas where dis-

sipation is small. However, it was pointed out by BISKAMP [1986] that Petschek’s

shocks could not be created self-consistently in a current sheet governed by re-

sistive MHD, if a current-independent resistivity, such as the Spitzer resistivity, is

employed. Later simulations [see, e.g. UZDENSKY and KULSRUD, 2000] have con-

firmed that Petschek current sheets can not be supported by resistive MHD alone.
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1.2 Non-MHD reconnection

A starting point that is often chosen for extending the single fluid resistive MHD

models of magnetic reconnection is an investigation of ignored terms in the gener-

alized Ohm’s law (or momentum equation for the electron fluid)4:

E +
v× B

c
= ηj︸ ︷︷ ︸

resistive MHD

+ η∗j︸︷︷︸
turb.

+
j× B
nec︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hall

+
∇ · P

ne
+

me

e2 ve · ∇
j
n︸ ︷︷ ︸

inertia

(1.3)

The two terms which have been most often invoked to explain fast reconnection

are the anomalous resistivity term (due to fluctuations), η∗j, and the Hall term

(j×B/nec). Theories based on these two terms have opposing views of the impor-

tance of turbulence in reconnection: turbulence is essential for theories based on

anomalous resistivity while a laminar fast reconnection mechanism is found using

the Hall term.

1.2.1 Turbulence and anomalous resistivity

One of the earliest suggestions to speed up the rate of reconnection in the Sweet-

Parker model was a turbulently enhanced, or anomalous, resistivity [SYROVATSKII,

1972]. Current sheets have many sources of free energy associated with them, in-

cluding currents and gradients in density, temperature, and flows. These can drive

unstable fluctuations in the current sheet, and the resulting turbulence can enhance

the scattering rate of the current carrying particles, and thus result in an anoma-

lously large resistivity [BUNEMAN, 1958; HAMBURGER and FRIEDMAN, 1968]. The
4The turbulent resistivity term (η∗ j) can be introduced to Ohm’s law through a wave-particle

collision operator in the Boltzmann equation prior to taking the first velocity moment. It may also
be possible to introduce this term through a perturbation expansion of Ohm’s law, where the first
order terms are grouped into η∗ j.
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resistivity enhancement helps alleviate the bottleneck in Sweet-Parker reconnec-

tion by increasing the dissipation rate and widening the current sheet. When tur-

bulence arises due to an instability, the thickness of the current sheet might be

determined by the marginal state of the instability. During the process of current

sheet formation, the sheet thickness collapses until the threshold for the instability

is reached and then sufficient turbulent dissipation arises to limit the sheet cur-

rent and prevent further collapse. The Sweet-Parker reconnection rate in a turbu-

lent current sheet is still inversely proportional to the square-root of the Lundquist

number, but now the Lundquist number is based on the turbulent resistivity and

not the classical value. In addition to providing a mechanism to speed up Sweet-

Parker reconnection, turbulent resistivity may also allow Petschek reconnection to

occur in the case that the turbulent resistivity value depends on the current density.

Simulations using a current-dependent resistivity have shown that Petschek-like

reconnection is possible [UGAI, 1995], and KULSRUD [1998] has given a physical

argument to explain this based on the regeneration of in-plane magnetic field com-

ponents by a current-dependent turbulent resistivity. The instabilities which are

operative in a current sheet depend crucially on the equilibrium configuration of

the sheet, especially on the presence of a “guide” field along the current direction

(out of the page in Figure 1.3). It is believed that current sheets in the solar corona

likely contain guide fields, although current sheets in the magnetosphere can be

free of such fields. We will focus on the case of no guide field in our discussions,

motivated by the types of experiments which will be presented in this dissertation.

There have been extensive theoretical investigations of instabilities which could

provide a turbulent resistivity in a reconnecting current sheet. Several of these in-

stabilities have essentially been ruled out based on recent understandings of the
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characteristics of the natural environments in which reconnection takes place. In

particular, it is now known that a proposed instability must operate with large

ion to electron temperature ratio (Ti/Te ∼ 1) and with only moderate drift speeds

between the electrons and ions ( j/ne ∼ vth,i). Instabilities which have previously

been proposed, but which most likely would not be important in these situations

include the Buneman instability5 [HEYVAERTS et al., 1977], the electron cyclotron

drift instability [HAERENDEL, 1978], and the ion acoustic instability [CORONITI

and EVITAR, 1977]. High frequency instabilities (ω > ωp,i) such as the Buneman

instability are unlikely to produce a resistive effect, even if they were excited in the

current sheet. A phenomenon causing resistivity must be able to limit the current

density in a plasma, which means it must be effective at transferring momentum

between electrons and ions. If the ions do not have time to respond to the wave

electric field of a high frequency instability, regardless of the effects on the elec-

tron distribution, it is unlikely that a resistivity will be generated6. For this reason,

along with observations [YAMADA et al., 2000] of current sheet thicknesses on the

order of the ion gyroradius, lower hybrid frequency range instabilities are of par-

ticular interest.

The lower hybrid drift instability (LDHI) [DAVIDSON et al., 1977, and references

therein] has been invoked often to explain resistivity in current sheets [HUBA et al.,

1977] (Chapter 2 of this dissertation will present a detailed review of the LHDI).

However, the instability is linearly stabilized by large plasma beta [DAVIDSON

et al., 1977], and would be expected to be restricted to the edge of high beta current
5Both the Buneman and ion acoustic instabilities would be appropriate only in the case of a field

aligned current (with a guide field) but some have argued they can operate in the field free region
at the null in the zero guide field case.

6Electron instabilities may generate viscosity and hyperresistivity, which could be important at
small scales (such as c/ωp,e or ρe), and which could possibly play a role in fast reconnection.
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sheets. This may limit its effectiveness as a mechanism for generating resistivity,

as dissipation is needed at the center of the current sheet to break the frozen-in

condition. Still, the instability is considered by some to be the “best bet” for gen-

erating anomalous resistivity in current sheets [SHINOHARA et al., 1998], with the

expectation that some mechanism (perhaps non-linear) will allow its penetration

into regions of high-beta. There is some observational evidence for the presence

of the LHDI in the magnetotail current sheet [HUBA et al., 1978; SHINOHARA et al.,

1998], however it has not before been observed in laboratory reconnection exper-

iments. Recent three-dimensional particle simulations of magnetic reconnection

have shown that LHDI turbulence does develop in the current sheet [HORIUCHI

and SATO, 1999] and could play a crucial role in reconnection, either through assist-

ing in electric field penetration or through modifying the current sheet profile and

driving new instabilities. As a result of profile modification by the LHDI, these

simulations saw the drift-kink instability (DKI) develop and generate significant

anomalous resistivity. The DKI [ZHU and WINGLEE, 1996] is a long-wavelength

(kρi ∼ 1) instability whose real frequency and growth rate are comparable to the

ion cyclotron frequency. This instability has been frequently invoked as a mecha-

nism for current sheet disruption and substorm onset in the magnetotail7 [YOON

et al., 1994]. However, the instability was discovered in low-mass ratio kinetic

simulations, and there is a controversy over the effectiveness of this instability at

realistic mass ratios [DAUGHTON, 1999].

For anomalous resistivity to explain observed reconnection rates, turbulence

must develop in the current sheet, whether it be provided by LHDI, DKI or some

unknown or unexpected instability. While significant progress can and has been
7The problem of onset of magnetic reconnection is not discussed here, but instabilities like the

LHDI and DKI are thought to be of crucial importance in this problem.
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made theoretically in understanding turbulence in current sheets, experimental

data on the nature and role of turbulence during magnetic reconnection is crucial.

1.2.2 Laminar Hall-dominated reconnection

Recently, two-dimensional simulations of reconnection have revealed that the ad-

dition of non-dissipative terms in the generalized Ohm’s law, specifically the Hall

term, can lead to laminar fast reconnection [BIRN et al., 2001]. The Hall term in

Equation 1.3 becomes important on scales of order c/ωp,i, a scale which is observed

in current sheets in the laboratory and in space [YAMADA et al., 2000]. The mech-

anism behind fast reconnection in this model has been described by invoking the

dispersive nature of the whistler wave, which is introduced with the Hall term8.

On scales less than c/ωp,i, the primary normal mode of magnetic field oscillations

in the fluid plasma is no longer the Alfvén wave, but is instead the whistler wave.

When a field line is reconnected, it is expected to be in a tensed state (i.e. with

significant, unsupported curvature; see the reconnected field line in the outflow of

the current sheet in Figure 1.3). In an MHD plasma, the relaxation of the tensed

field line is governed by the Alfvén wave, and this results in a standing Alfvén

wave in the outflow region of the Sweet-Parker model (represented by the Alfvénic

outflow). Inside a current sheet where the Hall term is active, the relaxation of re-

connected field lines is instead governed by the dispersive whistler wave, and a

standing whistler wave is seen in the outflow region of simulations where the Hall

term is included [SHAY et al., 1998]. An important difference between the Alfvén
8There is currently a great deal of confusion in the community over the use of “whistler wave

physics” to describe reconnection in these simulations. Some have misunderstood this comment
to mean that unstable whistler waves are creating an anomalous resistivity. In fact, these (2D)
simulations are generally laminar, and any fluctuations that are generated are unimportant.
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wave and the whistler wave is that the whistler has a phase velocity which de-

pends on the scale of the wave. This property can result in an “opening-up” of the

outflow region by the standing whistler wave, into a more “X”-like configuration.

This is due to the fact that the whistler velocity actually decreases in the outflow

direction, resulting in the need for the area of the outflow region to increase along

the direction of outflow in order for mass conservation to be satisfied. This results

in a reconnection geometry that is low aspect ratio, quite similar to the Petschek

model. Dissipation in these simulations can be provided by collisionless mecha-

nisms such as electron inertia through the formation of a small scale (& c/ωp,e)

electron current sheet, embedded in an ion current sheet which has δi ∼ c/ωp,i.

The rate of reconnection is found to be independent of the choice of dissipation

mechanism, and hence independent of the size of the electron current layer.

A large majority of the simulations done supporting the Hall-dominated pic-

ture of reconnection have been done in two-dimensions, artificially suppressing

instabilities which grow as perturbations in the current direction. If turbulence

were allowed to develop, it is possible that turbulent dissipation could dominate in

the current sheet and become more important than the Hall mechanism described

above. However, initial three dimensional Hall MHD simulations have shown

that while turbulence does develop, no anomalous resistivity is generated, and

the rate of reconnection is still controlled by effects associated with the Hall term

[ROGERS et al., 2000]. The LHDI is seen in these simulations, but seems to result in a

slowing down of the reconnection process relative to the laminar two-dimensional

case. Further three-dimensional simulations, particularly particle simulations, are

needed in order to confirm these initial claims that reconnection may actually be

slowed by turbulence. There is an obvious controversy over the role of turbulence
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in current sheets which is presented by the Hall model and the anomalous resistiv-

ity model of magnetic reconnection. Experimental studies are critical in resolving

this controversy and exposing the role of turbulence in magnetic reconnection.

1.3 Reconnection Experiments

The work reported in this dissertation is primarily experimental, and was per-

formed using the Magnetic Reconnection Experiment (MRX) [YAMADA et al., 1997a]

(see Chapter 3 for a more detailed discussion of the experimental apparatus). In

this section, a review of results which motivate the study of turbulence in MRX will

be given, followed by a review of previous experimental studies of fluctuations in

laboratory reconnection experiments.

1.3.1 Observations in MRX which motivate the study of turbu-

lence

Collisionality in MRX current sheets is characterized by the parameter λmfp/δ,

where δ is the width of the current sheet and λmfp is the electron mean free path

against Coulomb collisions. Two observations which motivate the study of tur-

bulence have been made as the collisionality was lowered (λmfp/δ is increased) in

MRX. The first observation is that the measured toroidal reconnection electric field,

Eθ, is no longer balanced by classical collisional drag at the center of the current

sheet, Eθ/ηsp jθ � 1, where ηsp is the classical Spitzer perpendicular resistivity.

Figure 1.5 shows the measured ratio of the reconnection electric field to the classi-

cal resistive term in Ohm’s law, η j, measured at the center of the current sheet. If

the ratio E/ j is defined as an effective resistivity, η∗ = E/ j, reconnection data from
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Figure 1.5: Ratio of reconnection electric field to the classical resistive term in
Ohm’s law versus collisionality in MRX. [TRINTCHOUK et al., 2001]

MRX is found to agree with a generalized Sweet-Parker theory based on this effec-

tive resistivity (and also including compressibility and downstream pressure)[JI

et al., 1998], as shown in Figure 1.6.

The second observation is that of direct, nonclassical ion heating during re-

connection in MRX current sheets [HSU et al., 2000]. Figure 1.7(a) shows a spec-

troscopic measurement of ion temperature in helium discharges in MRX which

demonstrates that ions are heated during the reconnection process in MRX. Fig-

ure 1.7(b) shows a comparison between the total heating energy input to the ions

during reconnection and the measured effective resistivity, η∗. This figure shows

that the fraction of the reconnected field energy going to the ions increases as col-

lisionality is lowered (as η∗ increases). One possible explanation for these two ob-

servations is the presence of turbulence in low-collisionality MRX current sheets,
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Figure 1.6: Comparison of MRX data with the Sweet-Parker model, generalized to
include a measured effective resistivity [JI et al., 1998].

which creates a turbulent anomalous resistivity η∗ > ηsp (so that Eθ/η∗ jθ = 1) and

directly heats the ions.

Another observation which motivates the study of turbulence in MRX is the

observation of the thickness of the current sheet, δ, scaling as c/ωp,i or ρi (the two

scales are comparable due to an average beta value of unity in MRX current sheets).

Figure 1.8(a) shows the measured current sheet thickness versus c/ωp,i from MRX

discharges with widely varying conditions (central density, reconnecting magnetic

field, etc). At the same time, measurements show that the average drift speed in

the current sheet (defined as Vd = j/ne) is fairly constant over a wide range of

conditions, and is roughly three or four times the ion thermal velocity (see Fig-

ure 1.8(b)). These two observations might suggest that a current-driven instability

is operative in the MRX current sheet, whose marginal state limits the drift speed
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.7: (a) Demonstration that ions are heated during the reconnection process
in MRX. (b) Relationship between the fraction of the magnetic energy transferred
to the ions and the resistivity enhancement, η∗ [HSU et al., 2000].

and sets the thickness of the current sheet. It should also be noted that this obser-

vation is consistent with the Hall dominated models of reconnection, which do not

need turbulence for this scale length to develop in the current sheet.

1.3.2 Prior experimental studies of fluctuations in laboratory cur-

rent sheets

There have been very few previous experimental studies of fluctuations in a labo-

ratory current sheet, and none that have been done in an experiment in which the

MHD approximation is satisfied in the bulk of the plasma (S� 1, ρi � L).

BAUM and BRATENAHL [1974] studied electrostatic fluctuations at the null point

of a double-inverse pinch device. These experiments revealed fluctuations whose
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.8: (a) Current sheet thickness in MRX. (b) Drift speed in the current layer
of MRX [YAMADA et al., 2000; JI et al., 1998].

spectra were consistent with the presence of ion acoustic turbulence at the mag-

netic null. Anomalous resistivity had previously been observed in these experi-

ments, and it was suggested, but not experimentally demonstrated, that the ion

acoustic fluctuations were responsible. For several reasons these experiments are

of limited relevance to current sheets and magnetic reconnection in nature. The

ions in this experiment were not magnetically confined, as the ion gyroradius was

larger than the apparatus size. The Lundquist number in these experiments was

also quite low S . 1 and the discharge was quite short (τ . 10µs) and difficult to

adequately diagnose.

GEKELMAN and STENZEL [1984] studied magnetic and electrostatic fluctua-

tions in a current sheet in a well-diagnosed reconnection experiment in linear

geometry. Measurements of magnetic fluctuations revealed the presence of large

amplitude whistler waves propagating along the reconnecting magnetic field. In

addition, Langmuir probe and microwave measurements showed evidence for

ion acoustic and Langmuir turbulence in the current sheet. Electron distribution
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functions were measured in the current sheet and it was demonstrated that wave-

particle interactions with these fluctuations were affecting the electron distribution

function [GEKELMAN and STENZEL, 1985]. Anomalous resistivity was observed in

these experiments, but no definitive tie to the measured fluctuations was made.

These experiments were also done in a regime where the ions were unmagne-

tized, even outside of the current sheet, (ρi > device size) and in plasmas with

low Lundquist number (S . 10).

1.4 Dissertation objectives

The primary focus of this dissertation was to study fluctuations in a laboratory

current sheet which is undergoing magnetic reconnection. This type of study has

not before been performed in a laboratory current sheet in a plasma where, in

the bulk of the plasma, the MHD approximation is satisfied (S � 1, ρi � L).

The main experimental goals were the following: (1) detection of fluctuations in

plasma potential and magnetic field, if present; (2) characterization and identifica-

tion of instabilities driving these fluctuations; and (3) determination of the role of

the observed fluctuations, if any, in the reconnection process.

1.5 Summary and Outline

The work presented in this dissertation has led to the first observation of the lower-

hybrid drift instability in a laboratory current sheet. Fluctuations observed on the

edge of MRX current sheets were identified as lower-hybrid drift waves due to
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their measured frequency spectrum, radial amplitude profile, and spatial corre-

lation characteristics. This observation provided an opportunity to study in de-

tail the role of turbulence in magnetic reconnection in the laboratory. Data and

analyses from this study suggest that the presence of the LHDI is not essential

in determining the reconnection rate in collisionless current sheets in MRX. This

dissertation is divided into the following 5 chapters and 2 appendices:

Chapter 1 This chapter presents an introduction to the problem of magnetic re-

connection in a conducting plasma, and to the importance of turbulence in

this problem.

Chapter 2 In this chapter a review of the theory of the lower-hybrid drift insta-

bility is offered. A derivation of the local linear dispersion relation for the

electrostatic LHDI is presented.

Chapter 3 The experimental apparatus used for this dissertation work is described,

focusing on diagnostics used to make high-frequency measurements of fluc-

tuations in potential and magnetic field.

Chapter 4 Experimental fluctuation measurements and analysis are presented for

an observation of the lower-hybrid drift instability in a laboratory current

sheet. Comparisons with the theoretical model derived in Chapter 2 are

made, along with discussions of the role of the LHDI in magnetic reconnec-

tion in MRX.

Chapter 5 Conclusions from this experimental work are presented along with a

discussion of the repercussions for reconnection in MRX and in other phys-

ical systems. Speculations on the nature of reconnection in MRX are offered
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along with suggestions for future research, based on the data presented in

this dissertation.

Appendix A A short calculation revealing the perturbation to magnetic fields in

the experiment by a small ferrite core transformer used in buffer amplifiers

at the tip of fluctuation probes.

Appendix B A presentation of magnetic fluctuations other than lower-hybrid drift

waves which were observed. The possible sources of these fluctuations and

the effects the fluctuations may have on the current sheet and the reconnec-

tion process are discussed.



Chapter 2

Review of the Lower Hybrid Drift

Instability

T HE LOWER-HYBRID DRIFT INSTABILITY has been studied theoretically

for decades, motivated by its possible role in magnetic reconnection

[HUBA et al., 1977], theta-pinches and other fusion devices [KRALL and

LIEWER, 1971], and space plasmas (e.g. the magnetosphere [YOON et al., 1994]). In

this chapter, a review of the theory and prior experimental studies of this insta-

bility is presented. In Section 2.1 reviews the theory of the LHDI, including the

derivation and discussion of a local, linear, electrostatic model of the LHDI. This

model will be utilized to explain features of the experimental data in Chapter 4.

Section 2.2 briefly discusses prior observational studies of the LHDI.

24
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2.1 Theory of the LHDI

The first studies of the lower-hybrid drift instability (LHDI) were made by KRALL

and LIEWER [1971], who were motivated by the observation of anomalously large

shock widths in theta-pinch experiments. The theta-pinch configuration, like many

magnetic confinement configurations, involves gradients of plasma pressure which

are supported by gradients in the magnetic field strength. The scale lengths of the

experimentally observed gradients in theta-pinches were such that the ions could

be treated as unmagnetized in the instability theory. The same situation exists in

current sheets associated with magnetic reconnection; the measured thickness of

the current sheet in the MRX experiment is on the order of the ion gyroradius

(based on the peak field in the current sheet) [YAMADA et al., 2000]. The free en-

ergy sources which drive the LHDI are density gradients and cross-field currents.

Cross-field currents are due in part to the diamagnetic currents arising from the

density gradient, but there can also be current due to E× B electron flows in the

current sheet, as the ions are unmagnetized and should not develop E× B flows

in response to transverse electric fields. An electrostatic, linear analysis of these

plasma profiles reveals the LHDI, an instability with real frequency ω ∼ ωLH

(ωLH ∼
√
ΩeΩi) and wavenumber at peak growth kρe ∼ 1. The growth rate of

the LHDI can be quite strong, with γ ∼ ωLH, even in cases where the ion temper-

ature far exceeds the electron temperature. DAVIDSON et al. [1977] and HUBA and

WU [1976] studied the influence of finite plasma beta (β = 8π p/B2) on the growth

rate of the LHDI. These studies showed that large beta provided a stabilizing in-

fluence in the electrostatic model, through the effect of∇B drifts on electron orbits.

This stabilization is of great importance for the impact of the LHDI on the process
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of magnetic reconnection, as high plasma beta is found near the center of current

sheets, where anomalous resistivity would be needed to speed up Sweet-Parker

reconnection.

2.1.1 Derivation of local, electrostatic LHDI model

In order to gain further understanding of the LHDI and to develop a model to be

used to compare with data taken on the MRX experiment, we present a deriva-

tion of a local, linear, electrostatic theory of the instability. The following closely

follows the procedures used by KRALL and ROSENBLUTH [1962], DAVIDSON et al.

[1977], and HUBA and WU [1976] in deriving the dispersion relation for the lower-

hybrid drift instability. We consider a local model of the current sheet, assuming

that the wavelength of the mode of interest is much smaller than the gradient scale

length in the plasma, λ � (d ln n/dx)−1, (d ln B/dx)−1. We therefore use a slab

model in the derivation, and the geometry1 of our model current sheet is shown

in Figure 2.1(a). Figure 2.1(b) shows a drift wave operating in the model geometry

with k in the y direction: oscillating electric fields in the y direction create density

fluctuations through inducing E× B flows in the gradient direction. This simple

drift wave picture is modified in two ways in the LHDI derivation. First, the ions

and electrons are drifting across the field, providing an additional energy source

(aside from the density gradient) to drive the wave unstable. Second, the ions are

unmagnetized, as the density gradient scale length is comparable to the ion gyro-

radius, and their response should therefore be primarily a polarization response

rather than E× B. We will include these effects in the following derivation.

We treat the ions as unmagnetized, and flowing across the field with velocity V.
1To translate model coordinates to MRX coordinates, x→ r, y→ θ.
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Figure 2.1: (a) Model geometry for LHDI derivation. The magnetic field is in the z
direction, and the density and field vary in the x direction. (b) Simple drift wave
in this geometry, with Ẽ primarily in the current direction (y).
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The derivation will take place in the frame where the electric field is zero, and the

ion flow velocity, V, therefore represents both the ion diamagnetic drift speed and

any E× B electron current. The equilibrium ion distribution function is chosen to

be a shifted Maxwellian:

f 0
i =

n
π3/2v3

th,i
exp

(
−

v2
x + (vy −V)2 + v2

z

v2
th,i

)
Where vth,i =

√
2Ti/M and n are evaluated locally. The electrons are magnetized,

and we write the equilibrium distribution function as a function of the constants

of the electron motion: v2, pz, and py = mvy − eAy(x)/c. If we assume that the

gradient in the magnetic field is weak, we can approximate py ≈ mvy − eBox/c.

The electron distribution function is chosen to be:

f 0
e =

n(X)
π3/2v3

th,e
exp

(
−v2

⊥ + v2
z

v2
th,e

)
Where X is related to the canonical momentum in the y direction, X = x− vy/Ωe =

−(eB/c)py. We choose a local model and expand about x = 0 to find:

f 0
e ≈

(
1−εn

vy

Ωe

)
Fm,e

Where εn = d ln n/dx and Fm,e is a Maxwellian electron distribution.

In the following we use the electrostatic approximation and introduce k⊥ =√
k2

x + k2
y and k‖ = kz. The Vlasov equation is used to calculate perturbed distribu-

tion functions, from which the perturbed charge densities are calculated and used

in Poisson’s equation. (
dδ fe

dt

)
0

= − q
m

E · ∂ f 0
e

∂v

We use the method of characteristics to solve for δ fe, integrating along the zero-

order orbits of the particles:

δ fe = − q
m

∫ t

−∞
dt′
(

E · ∂
∂v

f 0
e

)
v′ ,r′ ,t′
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=
q
m

∫ t

−∞
dt′
[
−v · ∇φ2Fm,e

v2
th,e

+
εn

Ωe
Fm,e (∇φ)y

]

= −2q
m

Fm,e

v2
th,e
φt′=t +

2q
m

Fm,e

v2
th,e

∫ t

−∞
dt′

∂φ
∂t′

+
ikyqεn

mΩe
Fm,e

∫ t

−∞
dt′φ

The final step is accomplished by using v · ∇φ = dφ/dt− ∂φ/∂t, and by assuming

φt′→−∞ = 0.

In order to complete the time integrals, we must first solve the single particle

equations of motion for the electrons. These are:

dv
dt

=
q

me

v× B(x)
c

dr
dt

= v

Assuming that the gradient scale length in the magnetic field is much longer than

the electron gyroradius, we can use the guiding center expansion to obtain the

electron orbit. Introducing the variable τ = t′ − t, we find:

y′ ≈ v⊥
Ωe

cos (ϕ+Ωeτ)− v⊥
Ωe

cosϕ− 1
2
εb

v2
⊥
Ωe
τ

x′ ≈ v⊥
Ωe

sin (ϕ+Ωeτ)− v⊥
Ωe

sinϕ

z′ = −v‖τ

Where εb = (1/B)∂B/∂x and εbv2
⊥/2Ωe = V∇B, the electron ∇B drift speed. Here

we are ignoring oscillating terms of order εbv2
⊥/Ωe. If we assume φ = φ̃ exp(ik ·

r− iωt), then the equation for δ fe becomes:

δ fe = −2q
m

Fm,e

v2
th,e

[
φ̃+ i(ω− kyvD,e)φ̃×∫ ∞

0
dτ exp

(
−i
(

k⊥v⊥
Ωe

(cos(ϕ+Ωeτ)− cosϕ)
)

+ (ω− k‖v‖ − kyV∇B)τ
)]

Using the fact that

exp(iz sinϕ) =
∞

∑
n=−∞

exp(inϕ)Jn(z)
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and

exp(iz sin(ϕ+Ωeτ)) =
∞

∑
n=−∞

exp(im(ϕ+Ωeτ))Jn(z),

δ fe becomes:

δ fe = −2q
m

Fm,e

v2
th,e
φ̃

[
1− (ω− kyvD,e) ∑

n,m

(
Jn(z)Jm(z) exp(i(m− n)(ϕ− π/2))

ω− k‖v‖ − kyV∇B −mΩe

)]
Where we have introduced the electron diamagnetic velocity, vD,e = εnv2

th,e/2Ωe

and z = k⊥v⊥/Ωe. The perturbed electron density can now be calculated by inte-

grating δ fe over velocity space.

δne = − 2qno

mv2
th,e
φ̃− 2q

mv2
th,e
φ̃(ω− kyvD,e)×

∑
m,n

∫
v⊥dv⊥

∫
dv‖

Jn(z)Jm(z)Fm,e

ω− k‖v‖ − kyV∇B −mΩe

∫
dϕ exp(i(m− n)(ϕ− π/2))

The velocity phase integral is nonzero only for m = n. The integral over v‖ evalu-

ates to a plasma dispersion function, Z:

Z(ξ) =
1√
π

∫ ∞
−∞

dz
exp(−z2)

z−ξ

The perturbed electron density then becomes:

δne = − 2qno

mv2
th,e
φ̃− 2qno

mv2
th,e
φ̃(ω− kyvD,e)

2
k‖vth,e

×

∑
n

∫
xdx exp(−x2)J2

n(k⊥ρex)Z
(
ω− kyV̄∇Bx2 − nΩe

k‖vth,e

)
Where we have introduced x = v⊥/vth,e, and V̄∇B = εbv2

th,e/2Ωe. The frequency

range of interest for the LHDI is ω ∼ ωLH � Ωe, and we will therefore keep

only the n = 0 term in the sum. So the final expression for the perturbed electron

density is then:

δne = − 2qno

mv2
th,e
φ̃− (2.1)

2qno

mv2
th,e
φ̃(ω− kyvD,e)

2
k‖vth,e

∫
xdx exp(−x2)J2

0 (k⊥ρex)Z
(
ω− kyV̄∇Bx2

k‖vth,e

)
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The perturbed ion density is straightforward to calculate in the limit of unmag-

netized, drifting ions, yielding [STIX, 1992]:

δni =
2qno

Mvth,i
φ̃ [1 +ζiZ(ζi)] (2.2)

Where ζi = (ω − kyV)/kvth,i. We can then use Poisson’s equation to relate the

density perturbations to the potential perturbation:

−k2φ = 4πe(δni − δne)

= φ

{
− 1

2λ2
d,i

Z′(ζi) +
1
λ2

d,e

(
1 +

2(ω− kyvD,e)
k‖vth,e

×

∫
xdx exp(−x2)J2

0 (k⊥ρex)Z
(
ω− kyV̄∇Bx2

k‖vth,e

))}

The dispersion relation can then be obtained from roots of the following expres-

sion:

0 = 1− 1
2k2λ2

d,i
Z′(ζi) +

1
k2λ2

d,e
(1 +ψ) (2.3)

ψ =
2(ω− kyvD,e)

k‖vth,e
×
∫

xdx exp(−x2)J2
0 (k⊥ρex)Z

(
ω− kyV̄∇Bx2

k‖vth,e

)
The value of the electron ∇B drift velocity can be shown to depend on the

value of the total plasma beta. If we assume equilibrium between the magnetic

and plasma pressure, and also that the temperature is spatially uniform, we find:

∇
(

B2

8π

)
= −∇p

2B2

8π
∂ ln B

∂x
= −n(Te + Ti)

∂ ln n
∂x

εb = −1
2
βεn

∴ V̄∇B = −β
2

vD,e
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Where β is the total plasma beta, β = 8πn(Te + Ti)/B2. Thus the plasma beta en-

ters into equation 2.3 through the∇B drift term in the plasma dispersion function.

Using equation 2.3, we can explore the linear characteristics of the LHDI us-

ing parameters relevant to the MRX experiment. The relevant dimensionless pa-

rameters in MRX are εnρi/2 ∼ 1 (density gradient scale length is roughly 2ρi),

V/vth,i ∼ 2.5 ( j/ne− nevD,e ∼ 2.5vth,i), and Ti/Te ∼ 1. Figure 2.2 shows the real

frequency and growth rate as a function of normalized wavenumber, k⊥ρe, for

these parameters and for several values of the normalized parallel wavenumber,

k‖/k⊥
√

M/me, for the case β = 0. The frequencies obtained from roots of equa-

tion 2.3 are Doppler shifted by k⊥V in this plot in order to show the frequency in

the ion rest frame. The frequency in the electron rest frame is inset, for k‖ = 0. In

the ion rest frame, positive real frequency is found for k⊥ in the electron diamag-

netic direction, indicating that the unstable waves propagate in that direction. The

growth rate of the LHDI is found to be quite strong, and peaked near k⊥ρe ∼ 1

and ω ∼ ωLH. Significant growth is found at a wide range of k⊥ρe, translating to

a range of real frequencies up to two to three times the lower hybrid frequency.

In the ion rest frame, the phase velocity of the waves at peak growth (ω ∼ ωLH,

k⊥ρe ∼ 1) is:
ω

k⊥
∼ωLHρe =

√
Te

Ti
vth,i

Therefore the strongest growth is found where ion Landau damping of the waves

is strongest. This actually drives growth of the LHDI, as it is a negative energy

drift wave in the ion rest frame [DRAKE et al., 1984]. For k‖ = 0, the growth rate

of the waves is due to −(∂ f 0
i /∂v)ω/k and no damping is provided by the electrons

(for β = 0). As k‖ is acquired by the wave, access to electron Landau damping

along the field line is provided, resulting in a lowering and eventual suppression
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of the growth rate, at very small values of k‖/k⊥.

There is an additional instability mechanism which is available when εn = 0

and k‖/k⊥ ∼
√

me/M in Eqn. 2.3. Near this value of k‖/k⊥, the electrons appear

as heavier particles when their response is projected along k. A two-stream like

instability can develop as a result of this scenario with ions streaming through

effectively heavier electrons, which is called the modified two-stream instability

(MTSI) [AREFEV, 1970; KRALL and LIEWER, 1971]. This instability has character-

istics which are almost identical the LHDI, in that ω ∼ ωLH and k⊥ρe ∼ 1, but

is found in the case that the density gradient is zero yet the ion cross-field flow is

finite. However, the growth rate of the MTSI is smaller than the LHDI when the

density gradient is appreciable (i.e. in MRX current sheets). Figure 2.3(a) shows

the k‖ dependence of the peak growth rate for the same conditions as explored

in Figure 2.2 along with the peak growth rate due to the MTSI, calculated by set-

ting the density gradient to zero so that the LHDI is suppressed. While the MTSI

growth rate is not necessarily insignificant in this figure, the growth rate for the

finite-k‖ LHDI dominates the MTSI growth rate. Figure 2.3(b) shows the growth

rate for the two cases as a function of normalized perpendicular wavenumber for

k‖/k⊥
√

M/me = 0.55 (at the peak of the MTSI growth). This figure demonstrates

that the LHDI instability mechanism produces growth at a much wider range of

wavenumbers than does the MTSI. So, while Eqn. 2.3 contains the physics describ-

ing both the MTSI and the LHDI, the dominant instability in conditions relevant

to MRX should be the LHDI.

Figure 2.2 is for the case of zero plasma beta. Significant beta values are found

in the MRX current sheet, from roughly 10%-100% at the edge to infinite local beta

at the field null. Figure 2.4 shows the effect of increasing plasma beta on the peak
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Figure 2.2: Real frequency and growth rates for the LHDI using parameters rele-
vant to the MRX experiment. Inset to the real frequency plot is a plot of the fre-
quency observed in the electron rest frame.
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Figure 2.3: (a) The peak growth rate as a function of k‖ with a density gradient and
without (MTSI). (b) The growth rate as a function of k⊥ without a density gradient
(MTSI, dotted line) and with a density gradient (solid line, LHDI).

growth rate and wavenumber at peak growth for the LHDI under the same condi-

tions in Figure 2.2 and for k‖ = 0. As beta is initially increased there is little change

in the peak growth rate, but after β ≈ 1, the peak growth rate drops dramatically.

The wavenumber at peak growth is increased from k⊥ρe ∼ 1 to k⊥ρe ∼ 2 over the

same range, indicating a shift to shorter normalized wavelength. Figure 2.5 shows

the growth rate versus normalized perpendicular wavenumber for three values of

beta, β = 0, 1, 2. As beta is raised, the growth rate for longer wavelength modes is

reduced and eventually these modes are damped. The LHDI is stabilized as beta is

raised by resonant effects of the electron ∇B drift, which becomes comparable to

the electron diamagnetic drift speed as beta is raised to near unity. As the average

∇B drift speed is raised to be comparable to the phase speed of the waves, reso-

nant interactions of the waves with drifting electrons (via the plasma dispersion
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Figure 2.4: Peak growth rate and normalized wavenumber at peak growth for the
LHDI as a function of beta.
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function in ψ in Eqn. 2.3) leads to damping.

Figure 2.5: Growth rate as a function of perpendicular wavenumber for different
values of beta.

The local, electrostatic, linear model of the LHDI presented in this section shows

that we should expect the LHDI to be fairly strongly growing in conditions sim-

ilar to those found in MRX, with γ ∼ ωLH at k⊥ρe ∼ 1. It is interesting to note

that the marginal state of the LHDI is predicted to occur at significantly shal-

lower density gradients than those observed in MRX. An estimate of the critical

density gradient (assuming the cross-field current to be entirely diamagnetic) is

ρiεn/2 ∼ 2ΩiωLH ∼ 1/20 [DAVIDSON et al., 1977]. The predicted LHDI growth

rate drops dramatically as beta is raised, and the instability is likely to be sup-

pressed in the center of the current sheet, where beta is locally infinite. In the

remainder of this section, linear extensions to this model will be discussed, along

with a review of nonlinear theory and simulations of the LHDI.
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2.1.2 Electromagnetic effects

Electromagnetic corrections to the LHDI were first explored by DAVIDSON et al.

[1977]. In this paper electrostatic and electromagnetic corrections due to large

plasma beta were considered. The stabilizing effects of beta were found to be due

to resonant ∇B effects, as found in the electrostatic model derived in this chapter,

rather than due to electromagnetic effects. In fact, in regimes similar to those found

in MRX (V/vth,i & 1), electromagnetic effects were found to be destabilizing. These

destabilizing effects were found to lead to the restoration of growth at longer wave-

lengths (small k⊥ρe in Figure 2.5), but only increased the value of the peak growth

rate slightly compared to the electrostatic case. Thus, the overall effect of beta is a

stabilizing one, however the electrostatic model presented in this chapter slightly

overestimates the degree of stabilization. For this reason, as well as for simplicity,

the electrostatic model presented above, which captures the dominate finite-beta

effect of resonant∇B stabilization, is used instead of a fully electromagnetic theory

to calculate peak growth rates for comparison with data presented in Chapter 4.

For k‖ = 0, the electromagnetic LHDI is flute-like, only generating perturbations

in the background magnetic field component (Bz in MRX).

Later work on electromagnetic corrections to the LHDI focused on including

cases with finite k‖. These studies brought renewed interest to the modified two-

stream instability. Studies of electromagnetic corrections to the LHDI which in-

cluded k‖ found that the MTSI could couple to obliquely propagating whistler

waves [WU et al., 1983; CHOUEIRI et al., 1991]. While these efforts were success-

ful in connecting perpendicularly propagating electrostatic instabilities to nearly

or fully parallel propagating electromagnetic waves, the growth rate difference be-

tween the k‖ = 0 LHDI and these modes was found to be large except in cases
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of very large cross-field ion flow (V/vth,i & 10) [WU et al., 1983; CHOUEIRI et al.,

1991], which is not found in MRX.

2.1.3 Nonlinear effects and simulations

Saturation mechanisms

The anomalous transport properties of the LHDI have been of great interest in

the theoretical literature, especially as applied to theta pinches [DAVIDSON and

GLADD, 1975] and magnetic reconnection [HUBA et al., 1978]. The starting point

for estimates of transport coefficients is the determination of the saturation level

of the LHDI. The earliest estimate of this level was done by DAVIDSON [1978],

where quasilinear theory was employed to determine the efficiency of saturation

by plateau formation and current relaxation. The former is unlikely to be impor-

tant in MRX plasmas, as collisions are likely to maintain Maxwellian particle dis-

tribution functions (this has been observed spectroscopically [HSU et al., 2001]). It

has been pointed out [DRAKE et al., 1984] that current relaxation does not provide a

realistic bounds on the saturated amplitude, as the energy in the field is tied to the

current, and this thermodynamic estimate should be based on the total magnetic

energy in the system. Ion trapping was observed as the saturation mechanism for

the LHDI in simulations by WINSKE and LIEWER [1978]. This mechanism is effec-

tive when the LHDI spectrum is nearly monochromatic, as was observed in these

simulations at moderate drift velocity V/vth,i & 3. HUBA and PAPADOPOULOS

[1978] considered the effect of electron resonance broadening on the saturation of

the LHDI. In this study, the stabilizing electron ∇B resonance was shown to be

nonlinearly broadened, allowing a larger population of electrons to interact with
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and damp the LHDI waves. A saturation estimate for this process (however for

V/vth,i . 1) was made by GARY [1980]:(
E

nTi

)
≈ 2

5
me

M
Ω2

e

ω2
p,e

(
Ti

Te

)1/4 V2

v2
th,i

(2.4)

However, this saturation mechanism, which is similar to electron trapping, might

be hampered in MRX by high electron collisionality. Finally, a numerical calcu-

lation of the effect of nonlinear Landau damping (or mode-mode coupling) on

the saturation of the LHDI was performed by DRAKE et al. [1984]. In this case,

nonlinear transfer of energy from growing long wavelength modes (kρe ∼ 1) to

damped short wavelength modes provided a saturation mechanism. This calcula-

tion yielded an estimate for the saturation level of the LHDI:

eφ
Ti
≈ 2.4

(
2me

M

)1/2 V
vth,i

(2.5)

This calculation ignored any nonlinear coupling into damped modes with finite k‖,

and therefore is likely to be an overestimate of the saturation amplitude.

Quasilinear resistivity

DAVIDSON and GLADD [1975] presented a calculation of the anomalous resistivity

and heating rates of the LHDI, motivated by measurements of anomalous resistiv-

ity in theta pinches, which will be reviewed here. The quasilinear equation for the

evolution of the zero order distribution function of species j due to the presence of

waves in the plasma is:(
∂
∂t

+ v · ∂
∂x

+
q j

m j

(
v× B

c

)
· ∂

∂v

)
f j =

(
∂ f j

∂t

)
anom

= −
q j

m j

〈
δE ·

∂δ f j

∂v

〉
The anomalous momentum exchange rate between species j and the fluctuations

can be calculated by taking the first velocity moment of (∂ f j/∂t)anom for velocity in
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the current direction: (
∂
∂t

n jm jVy, j

)
anom

= q j
〈
δEyδn j

〉
(2.6)

Eqn. 2.6 can then be used to compute an effective collision rate due to the waves:

νeff =
q j

n jm jVy, j

〈
δEyδn j

〉
(2.7)

Eqn. 2.7 provides an instability-model-independent way to experimentally deter-

mine the effective collision rate due to a measured spectrum of electric field and

density fluctuations. However, simultaneous measurement of the amplitude and

phase of both density and electric field fluctuations in a plasma is quite a diffi-

cult task, and was not attempted as part of this dissertation work. A simpler,

yet model-dependent, expression for the effective collision rate can be obtained

through using the linear theory for the LHDI to compute the density perturbation

as a function of the electric field perturbation, δn j = −χ jikyδEy,ky/4πq j. Using the

expression for the ion density perturbation in Eqn. 2.2, the effective collision rate

estimate reduces to [DAVIDSON and GLADD, 1975]:

νLHDI = Im

[
k⊥

4ω2
p,i

k2
⊥v2

th,i
ζiZ(ζi)

]
k⊥,max

Ti

meV
E

nTi
(2.8)

Where k⊥,max indicates that the expression should be evaluated at the frequency

and wavenumber at peak growth, and E = (δE)2/8π . This expression can be re-

written in the form

νLHDI ∝ γE/vφ,

where γ is the linear growth rate and vphi is the phase velocity of the waves. In

this form, it is clear that the effective collision rate is set by the rate of increase

of wave momentum (E/vphi) due to the linear growth of the wave. Experimental
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evaluation of Eqn. 2.8 can be performed with knowledge of only the amplitude of

the electric field fluctuations in the plasma.

Review of simulations of the LHDI

Although predictions of strong anomalous resistivity due to the LHDI have been

made, the usefulness of this resistivity in reconnection is questionable if the LHDI

is suppressed at the center of high-beta current sheets where it would be needed to

provide dissipation. Several simulations of the LHDI in current sheets have been

performed to investigate the likelihood of the LHDI successfully penetrating to

the center of a current sheet. BRACKBILL et al. [1984] reported on particle simula-

tions of the LHDI in a two-dimensional Harris sheet geometry (the x− y plane in

the model presented in section 2.1), using an implicit code with mass ratios from

100 to 1836, but with only 90000 particles. The results of previous simulations by

WINSKE and HEWETT [1975]; WINSKE and LIEWER [1978], CHEN and BIRDSALL

[1983]; CHEN et al. [1983], and TANAKA and SATO [1981] were reviewed and in-

cluded in a study of the nature of the saturation mechanism for the LHDI. It was

demonstrated that the saturation mechanism in these simulations was controlled

by electron dissipation, either through resonance broadening or through coupling

to damped modes, and that ion trapping should not saturate the LHDI. The sim-

ulations by BRACKBILL et al. showed that under most conditions, any penetration

of the LHDI to the magnetic null was very slow, as was any anomalous diffusion

of density or magnetic field resulting from the turbulence. However, at relatively

high values of the drift velocity (in fact, for V/vth,i ∼ 2.5) it was found that pen-

etration of the LHDI could occur, resulting in a possible anomalous resistivity at

the magnetic null. In addition, a low-frequency magnetic perturbation was seen
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to be non-linearly excited at the null by the LHDI, consistent with calculations by

WINSKE [1981]. At later times, the LHDI amplitude was observed to decay dur-

ing rapid diffusion of density and magnetic field, caused by the LHDI and the

low-frequency perturbation. This low-frequency perturbation was also observed

to develop in earlier two-dimensional particle simulations (at lower mass ratio) by

TANAKA and SATO [1981], where the LHDI was also seen to penetrate to the null

line and contribute substantial anomalous resistivity.

Recently, three-dimensional particle simulations of reconnection have been per-

formed by HORIUCHI and SATO [1999], using millions of particles but at relatively

low mass ratio (me/M ∼ 100). These simulations found qualitatively the same

result – that LHDI grows up early on the edges of the current sheet and drives a

low-frequency magnetic instability at the null through modification of the neutral

sheet profile. The low-frequency instability was identified as the drift-kink insta-

bility (DKI), which was so named by ZHU and WINGLEE [1996] after observations

in simulations of the magnetotail, but which was perhaps first studied analytically

by YAMANAKA [1977] (and later by WINSKE [1981]). It should also be pointed

out that earlier 3D numerical studies of current sheet stability by PRITCHETT et al.

[1996] had already made the suggestion that the magnetic perturbation at the null

of earlier particle simulations of the LHDI was due to the growth of the DKI. In

the simulations by HORIUCHI and SATO, the LHDI did not penetrate to the null

unless a driving electric field was applied at the boundary. In the case that no

driving electric field was present, a reconnection electric field was not induced at

the null by the LHDI but was instead provided by the DKI, which was seen to

generate significant anomalous resistivity. In the case that a driving electric field

was applied at the boundary, the LHDI was seen to penetrate to the center of the
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current sheet and initiate reconnection prior to excitation of the DKI. In either case,

the LHDI was seen as quite essential to reconnection dynamics in these simula-

tions, either through penetration to the null line or through nonlinearly driving

the DKI. Recent two-dimensional particle simulations of current sheet stability by

SHINOHARA and HOSHINO [1999] make similar predictions, but suggest that the

development of the DKI can result in a strengthening of the density gradients near

the current sheet and a re-excitation of the LHDI, resulting in efficient heating and

dissipation of magnetic energy. It should be noted that the importance of the DKI

in current sheets is currently the topic of much theoretical debate. The DKI has

been primarily observed in low mass ratio particle simulations, and DAUGHTON

[1999] has shown that while the growth rate of this instability can be large when

the mass ratio is artificially small, the DKI should have negligible growth rate at

realistic mass ratios in Harris equilibria. DAUGHTON does however suggest that

other equilibrium profiles, especially those with significant background density,

may increase the growth rate of the DKI.

Recently, an alternative to the picture of fast collisionless reconnection via the

LHDI and the DKI has emerged, in which the Hall term in the generalized Ohm’s

law can result in fast laminar reconnection [BIRN et al., 2001]. The simulations

supporting this fast reconnection mechanism have been almost exclusively done

in two-dimensions (the x − z plane in the model presented in section 2.1), artifi-

cially suppressing instabilities like the LHDI. However, recent 3D simulations by

ROGERS et al. [2000] using a Hall MHD model have shown that while LHDI does

develop, it does not dramatically alter the physical picture of fast reconnection

found in the 2D simulations. In fact, development of the LHDI was observed to

slow the reconnection rate relative to the rate found in laminar 2D simulations.
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The simulations summarized here demonstrate the theoretical controversy over

the role of turbulence, specifically due to the LHDI, in reconnection. All of the

simulations agree on the fact that the LHDI should be present in a reconnecting

current sheet, but do not necessarily agree on the effect the instability should have

on the process of magnetic reconnection. A key problem which can be addressed

through experiment is the extent to which the LHDI can penetrate to the center of

a current sheet and provide anomalous resistivity during reconnection.

2.2 Prior experimental studies of the LHDI

There have been very few experimental observations of the LHDI, and none in pre-

vious laboratory reconnection experiments. The earliest report of an experimental

observation of the LHDI was made by GURNETT et al. [1976], who studied satellite

measurements of fluctuations in the Earth’s magnetotail. Analysis by HUBA et al.

[1978] suggested that the frequency spectrum and amplitude of the waves was

consistent with the operation of the LHDI in the magnetotail. SHINOHARA et al.

[1998] also presented an analysis of recent satellite measurements in the magneto-

tail, suggesting that the observed fluctuations were due to the LHDI. An estimate

of the anomalous resistivity due to these fluctuations was made, but it was found

that the value of this resistivity was not enough to increase the growth rate of

the tearing mode to the level necessary to explain the triggering of an associated

substorm. However, SHINOHARA et al. suggested that the computed anomalous

resistivity might still be enough to be essential to magnetic reconnection in the tail.

In these satellite measurements, detailed observation and analysis of the LHDI is
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quite difficult, as the profile and location of the tail current sheet is not well mea-

sured simultaneously to the fluctuation measurements. In both cases, however,

the data suggested that electrostatic fluctuations might be strongest away from the

center of the current sheet.

There have been experimental studies of the LHDI and associated instabilities

such as the MTSI in other plasma configurations which are not directly relevant to

the problem of magnetic reconnection. A CO2 laser scattering measurement of fluc-

tuations in a theta-pinch plasma was made by FAHRBACH et al. [1981]. These mea-

surements provided some limited information on the wavelength and frequency

spectrum of fluctuations in the plasma, and the characteristics were shown to be

consistent with linear and nonlinear theories of the LHDI [DRAKE et al., 1984].

Measurements in magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) thrusters, which involve strong

cross-field current and density gradients, have also revealed evidence for the LHDI

and MTSI [CHOUEIRI et al., 1991; TILLEY et al., 1996]. CHOUEIRI et al. [1991] ex-

tended the theoretical model of the MTSI to include electromagnetic and collisional

effects, and successfully used this theory to explain dispersion and growth charac-

teristics measured experimentally in a thruster using wave launching techniques.

Finally, the MTSI was studied in a low-beta Q-Machine by YAMADA and OWENS

[1977] by driving cross-field electron E× B currents using radial electric fields in a

layer smaller than the ion gyroradius. In these experiments stochastic ion heating

was observed to take place as a result of the excitation of the instability.
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2.3 Summary

In this Chapter, a review of the lower-hybrid drift instability has been presented. A

linear, electrostatic theory of the LHDI was derived and will be used to explain fea-

tures of the data presented in Chapter 4. A review of the linear and nonlinear the-

oretical literature on the LHDI was presented, discussing electromagnetic effects

and possible nonlinear saturation mechanisms. Some simulations reviewed in this

chapter have suggested that the LHDI might be important during collisionless re-

connection through the direct generation of anomalous resistivity or through ex-

citing a secondary electromagnetic instability at the magnetic null. However, other

simulations have suggested that the Hall term is more important in providing fast

collisionless reconnection and that the development of the LHDI actually might

slow the rate of reconnection. Previous experimental studies of the LHDI were

discussed. However, these studies have been very limited, and this dissertation

work represents the first experimental identification and detailed characterization

of the LHDI in a laboratory current sheet.



Chapter 3

Experimental Apparatus

The measurements reported in this dissertation were taken on the Magnetic Re-

connection Experiment (MRX) [YAMADA et al., 1997b] at Princeton Plasma Physics

Laboratory. The details of the MRX experimental apparatus has been explained

in depth elsewhere [HSU, 2000; YAMADA et al., 1997b], and therefore this section,

after a brief review of these details, will focus on experimental diagnostics and

techniques crucial to the topic of this dissertation. These topics include the mea-

surement of profiles of magnetic field, density and temperature in MRX current

sheets and the measurement of high-frequency fluctuations in potential and mag-

netic field.

3.1 Magnetic Reconnection Experiment (MRX)

The Magnetic Reconnection Experiment was constructed for the purpose of study-

ing magnetic reconnection in a well-controlled laboratory plasma where MHD is

satisfied in the plasma bulk. A photograph of the experiment is shown in Figure 3.1

48
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along with a schematic drawing of the apparatus.

200 cm

Figure 3.1: Photograph and schematic of the MRX device. The schematic shows an
outline of the two coil sets internal to the vacuum vessel (flux cores).

Internal to the MRX vacuum vessel are two toroidally shaped coil sets, which

are used to generate poloidal flux and breakdown the working gas and make a

plasma. These coilsets are called “flux cores” and were originally used in for-

mation of spheromak plasmas in fusion research [YAMADA et al., 1981]. Current

sheets are formed between the two flux cores, as shown in the cartoon in Figure 3.2.

The fluxcores (shaded gray) are surrounded with a schematic surface of constant

poloidal flux during “pull” reconnection in MRX. The large black arrows represent

expected plasma flows during reconnection in MRX. The bulk of the experimental

work reported in this dissertation is in MRX current sheets where no macroscopic

Bθ (sometimes called “guide” field) is present during reconnection (“null-helicity”

reconnection, as opposed to “co-helicity”, where a guide field is present).

Table 3.1 shows a list of typical plasma parameters in MRX in the experiments
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Figure 3.2: A cartoon showing the geometry of current sheets formed by flux cores
in MRX.

reported in this dissertation. The ion temperature is not measured, however pre-

vious studies in helium have shown Ti & Te, and this is used in the estimates in

Table 3.1.

3.2 Equilibrium profile measurements

The free energy sources available to drive instabilities in MRX current sheets can

be at least partially revealed through the measurement of profiles of magnetic field

(and hence current) and plasma temperature and density. The knowledge of these

profiles will also allow theoretical prediction of instability characteristics in MRX
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Central density, ne,o(cm−3) 2− 10× 1013

Central temperature, Te (eV) 4-15

Sheet thickness, δ (cm) 1-5 (∼ ρi)

Peak magnetic field, Bo (G) 200-300

Normalized current density, j/nevth,i 3-4

Ion thermal speed, vth,i (km/s) 30

Alfvén speed, vA (km/s) 60

Lower hybrid frequency, fLH (MHz) 10-15

Ion cyclotron frequency, fc,i (MHz) 0.2-0.4

Electron gyroradius, ρe (mm) 0.5

Normalized density gradient, εnρi/2 ∼ 1

Electron diamagnetic speed, vD,e (km/s) ∼ 30(∼ vth,i)

Plasma beta ∼ 1 (locally∞)

ωp,e/Ωe 100

Table 3.1: Parameters typical for MRX discharges studied in this dissertation.

for comparison with fluctuation measurements. These profiles were measured us-

ing diagnostics whose frequency response is limited to around a few hundred kilo-

hertz, primarily due to the sampling time of the digitizers used (LeCroy 2264 and

LeCroy 8210 operated at 500 kS/s).

The bulk of the diagnostics in the MRX device are for the measurement of mag-

netic fields, with close to 180 magnetic pickup coils in the vacuum vessel. These

coils are hand wound, using 80 turns of 38 gauge magnet wire on 3mm diameter,

3mm long cylindrical plastic forms. The coils are distributed among three probes,

as shown in Figure 3.3. Two of these probes (90-channel and 60-channel 2D probes)

are for the purpose of measuring all three vector components of the field in a coarse
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90 channel 2-D 
magnetic probe array

60 channel 2-D 
magnetic probe array

Symmetry
axis

29 channel 1-D
magnetic probe array

R

Z θ

Flux Core 

Figure 3.3: Schematic of the MRX vessel with magnetic probe arrays drawn.

grid spacing (4 cm near the current sheet, and 6 or 8 cm at radii well inside the cur-

rent sheet location) in one toroidal plane of the experiment. Using these magnetic

measurements and assuming axisymmetry, the poloidal flux and electric field can

be calculated:

ψ =
∫ R

0
2πrBz(r)dr

Eθ = − 1
2πR

∂ψ
∂t

Figure 3.4(a) shows poloidal flux derived from magnetic probe measurements. To

generate this figure, a scan of the 90 channel probe in the r direction is made, and

interpolation is performed in the z direction. Figure 3.4(b) shows magnetic field

vectors derived from measurements of Bz and Br.

A high-resolution (0.5 cm) 1D magnetic probe is used to measure Bz along the r
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Figure 3.4: Example magnetic field measurements in MRX. (a) Poloidal flux de-
rived from 2D magnetic measurements in MRX. (b) Magnetic field vectors in the
current sheet. (c) High-resolution 1D measurement of the reconnecting field, along
with fit to Harris profile. (d) Neutral sheet current density derived from Harris
profile fit.

direction. Figure 3.4(c) shows a measurement using this probe at z = 0. The mag-

netic field profile in MRX is well described by the Harris sheet theoretical equilib-

rium profile [HARRIS, 1962; YAMADA et al., 2000]. The measured Bz field in MRX

is fit to this theoretical profile (B ∝ tanh((r − ro)/δ)) and the current density is

derived analytically from the fit. A plot of the derived current density is shown in

Figure 3.4(d).

A triple Langmuir probe [CHEN and SEKIGUCHI, 1965] is employed to mea-

sure density (ne), electron temperature (Te), and floating potential (Vf) profiles in

the current sheet. Both radially-inserted and axially-inserted probes have been
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used, to allow measurements in the r − z plane in MRX. Figure 3.5 shows triple

Langmuir probe along with magnetic data taken at z = 0. Radial profiles taken

by the Langmuir probe are acquired through shot-to-shot positioning of the probe

and averaging multiple shots per position. The error bars shown are representa-

tive of the shot-to-shot variation in the data. The electron density profile in MRX

is typically strongly peaked at the current sheet, while the electron temperature is

usually broader.

3.3 High-frequency fluctuation measurements

3.3.1 Probe-tip buffer amplifiers

Initial high-frequency measurements in MRX using probes revealed broadband

noise generated by impedance mismatches in both power transmission lines from

the MRX capacitor banks and in transmission lines of the diagnostics themselves.

This noise precluded the detection of signals from the plasma and had to be ad-

dressed in order to study fluctuations in the MRX current sheet. In order to im-

prove immunity to noise generated by the power circuitry in MRX and to facilitate

active impedance matching in the diagnostics, small broadband buffer amplifiers

were built into probes used for the fluctuation studies reported here1.

The circuit used is based on the Texas Instruments/Burr-Brown OPA 682 op-

erational amplifier. A schematic of the amplifier circuit is shown in Figure 3.6,

and a picture of a completed circuit board is shown in Figure 3.7. The use of a

miniature SOT-23 surface mount package for the buffer, along with 0805 package

surface mount capacitors and resistors, allowed the placement of all components
1Similar diagnostic techniques have been employed before, see, e.g. [BENJAMIN, 1982]
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t = 244µs t = 268µs t = 278µs

Figure 3.5: Example triple Langmuir probe measurements in the MRX current
sheet.
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of the buffer amplifiers used in fluctuation probes

Figure 3.7: A picture of an assembled buffer amplifier circuit board.
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on a double-sided printed circuit board of 4.5×50 mm approximate dimensions

(see Fig. 3.7). The boards are placed inside 1/4” (0.635 cm) to 3/8” (0.9525 cm)

stainless probe shafts, which allows the leads connecting the probe tips to the

amplifier to be only several millimeters (5-10mm) long. The amplifier allows an

easy transition from a potentially high-impedance probe tip into a 50Ω transmis-

sion line, eliminating impedance matching issues. While the overall voltage gain

is unity, the amplifier does boost the signal current to assist in noise immunity.

A high-bandwidth ferrite core 1:1 pulse transformer is used to provide isolation

from the plasma in electrostatic (Langmuir probe) diagnostics, but is not present

in amplified magnetic pick-up coil diagnostics. The magnetic field value of the

core saturation is well above the fields used in these experiments (∼ 200G). Per-

turbation of the background field due to the presence of a high-µ ferritic material

is negligible due to the size and geometry of the transformer (see Appendix A for

more thorough discussion of this point). The amplifier is powered using batteries

placed at the end of the probe shaft (3 1.5V Alkaline batteries to provide ±4.5V).

The battery power is brought in on a shielded twisted triplet (V+,V-, return). Sig-

nals are propagated down the probe shafts using low-loss semi-rigid coaxial line

(UT-85LL). The UT-85 cable is capacitively decoupled from the probe shaft using

several layers of aluminized Mylar. In cases where more than one amplifier is used

in a single shaft, the individual channels are individually wrapped in aluminized

Mylar to capacitively decouple one channel from another. Signal transport from

the probe to the digitizing oscilloscope (approximately 12m away) is accomplished

using low-loss RG8 coaxial cable. The bandwidth of the system (amplifier input

to RG8 output) is measured to be 100kHz . f . 125MHz when the transformer

is used for isolation and f . 300MHz when no transformer is used. Figure 3.8(a)
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shows a calibration of the amplifier gain (including a transformer), performed us-

ing a Wavetek 2001 frequency source and a Tektronix 510A oscilloscope. Output

Figure 3.8: (a) Amplifier gain as a function of frequency, compared to a simulation
using SPICE. (b) Measured phase shift during calibration, also compared to SPICE
output.

of a SPICE simulation of the amplifier board is also plotted. There is good agree-

ment between the SPICE model and the calibration data, aside from discrepancies

at high frequency which are likely due to impedance mismatch problems between

the calibration source and the transformer input, a problem that is unique to the

calibration and should not effect the measurement. From this calibration, a 3dB

point of roughly 125-150MHz is evident. Figure 3.8(b) shows the measured phase

shift between the input and output of the amplifier board, along with the SPICE

calculated phase, again showing good agreement. The input impedance of the

amplifier, computed using the SPICE simulation, is shown in Figure 3.9. The input
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Figure 3.9: Input impedance of the amplifier, calculated from a SPICE simulation.

impedance is roughly constant and equal to 500Ω from 1MHz to 30MHz. High fre-

quency signals are digitized using high sampling rate oscilloscopes (various mod-

els, including Tektronix 510A, 754C, 714L; LeCroy Waverunner 3345). Labview

software on a Solaris workstation was used to communicate with the oscilloscopes

over a GPIB interface and data was saved to an NFS attached disk for analysis

using IDL.

3.3.2 Electrostatic fluctuation probes

Fluctuations in the plasma floating potential were measured using differential float-

ing Langmuir probes. Floating potential measurements were chosen over ion sat-

uration current measurements due to the difficulty of measuring high frequency
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current signals accurately in the presence of cable capacitance. The floating poten-

tial is not the actual plasma potential, but its frequency spectrum and relative am-

plitude profile should correspond well to fluctuations in the actual plasma poten-

tial. Low frequency floating potential signals in MRX can be on the order of 100V,

and therefore a differential measurement is preferred to remove long-wavelength,

low-frequency components and measure fluctuating signals on the order of 1V.

Single floating probe measurements using voltage division were not practical due

to the limited dynamic range of the data acquisition system (8 bit) and noise gen-

erated by the high-power pulsed electronics, which would overwhelm the signals

of interest if voltage division were used. Differential floating Langmuir probes are

constructed using two spatially separated cylindrical tungsten wires sheathed in

alumina (Al2O3). The diameter of the tungsten tips varied from 30 mil (0.762 mm)

to 5 mil (0.127 mm), and in all probe tips a 1 mm length of the wire is exposed to

the plasma.

Figure 3.10: A 3-point differential floating Langmuir probe
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Figure 3.11: A 3 pin floating Langmuir probe for small-scale correlation measure-
ments.

Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show two of the probes used in fluctuation studies re-

ported here. Figure 3.10 is a three point double Langmuir probe, with 30 mil tips

and 3 mm intertip spacing for each double probe. The spacing between double

probes for this three point probe is 1 cm and 3 cm. The three point double probe

was used to measure single point characteristics of the fluctuations in the MRX

current sheet (radial profiles, frequency spectra) as well as long wavelength cor-

relations. Three buffer amplifiers were used in this probe, one per double probe

tip. The probe tips are connected to 1/4” stainless steel shafts, which houses the

amplifier board and the UT-85LL semi-rigid cable. The steel shaft is covered with a

fiberglass sleeve to help reduce the interaction of the plasma with the metal shaft.

The probe shown in Figure 3.11 was used to study small scale correlations, and

has three 5 mil tips spaced 1 mm apart. The central tip was used as a reference
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for the other two tips, so that two measurements of the differential floating poten-

tial could be made at 1 mm separation. Two buffer amplifiers were used in this

diagnostic, one per differential floating potential measurement. Another similar

correlation probe was also used in these experiments, with tip sizes of 20 mil and

interprobe spacing of 3.5 mm. Both correlation probes used 3/8” stainless steel

shafts to house the amplifiers and semi-rigid coaxial line. In all probes, a vacuum

seal is made near the probe tip (so that the amplifier is not exposed to vacuum) us-

ing a low-outgassing epoxy (Master Bond part number EP21TCHT-1). The probe

shafts exit the vacuum vessel through O-ring seals (Wilson seals) and are isolated

from the vacuum vessel (and allowed to float with respect to the plasma) using

ceramic breaks. The floating probes were inserted radially into MRX plasmas, as

shown in Figure 3.12.

ZR
θ

Vacuum vessel Fluctuation probe

Flux cores

37.5 cm

Figure 3.12: Schematic of the measurement geometry for radially inserted fluctua-
tion diagnostics

The probe tips in these probes are coupled directly to the primary side of the

transformer on the buffer amplifier board. The impedance seen by the plasma is
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dependent on frequency, and is controlled by the efficiency and inductance of the

transformer (L ∼ 20µH) as well as the input impedance to the amplifier (set to

500Ω using a surface mount resistor). Over a wide range (1MHz . f . 100MHz),

the plasma sees roughly the input impedance of the amplifier, Z ∼ 500Ω, as shown

in Figure 3.9. As the gain rolls off toward lower frequency, the input impedance

of the probe drops, and is roughly 50Ω at 100kHz. It is desirable for the input

impedance of the probe to be greater than the impedance of the sheath between

the probe tip and the plasma in order to accurately measure the floating potential.

The sheath impedance can be estimated roughly using the I −V characteristic of a

Langmuir probe near the floating potential [HUTCHINSON, 1987]:

dI
dV

=
1

Zsheath
=

e
Te

(I − Isat)

Where Isat = −eAp exp(−1/2)ne
√

Te/M is the ion saturation current to the probe.

At the floating potential, I = 0, and therefore:

Zsheath =
√

Te M exp(1/2)
Ape2ne

For typical low-collisionality MRX parameters (Te ∼ 8eV, ne ∼ 5× 1013cm−3) this

expression yields Zsheath ≈ 25Ω for a 30 mil probe tip. At higher frequencies ( f &

1MHz), the probe input impedance (Zp ∼ 500Ω) should be sufficiently large to

allow the probe to float with respect to the plasma (and not load down the plasma).

The use of invasive diagnostics such as probes introduces the possibility of per-

turbing the plasma at the measurement site and therefore affecting the phenomena

which one is attempting to measure. It is usually difficult to quantify this pertur-

bative effect, but we can gain some insight into the problem by experimentally

investigating the perturbation of a second probe on the measured signal of the

fluctuation diagnostic. For the diagnostics used in this dissertation, it was found
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that qualitatively there was no significant perturbation on the measured signals

when a second probe was placed close (within a few cm) of the fluctuation diag-

nostic. However, significant perturbation to the signals were found when many (3

or more) diagnostics were placed nearby in the same toroidal plane as the fluctu-

ation probe. In these cases, there was an obvious perturbation to the current sheet

profiles in MRX (density and current density profile). For this reason, such probe

arrangements were avoided during the experiments reported here.

Interpretation of differential floating potential measurements

We will now discuss the relationship between the actual fluctuating floating po-

tential and the output of a differential floating Langmuir probe inserted into the

plasma. We will first consider a monochromatic wave in the floating potential,

φ = φo,k exp(ikx − iωt), traveling past two floating probe tips spaced ∆x apart

in the direction of propagation (x direction). We can easily calculate the potential

difference between the two spatially separated probes, δφf = φ2 −φ1:

δφf = 2φo,k sin
(

k∆x
2

)
exp

(
− ik∆x

2
− iωt

)
(3.1)

Here we have assumed that probe 1 is located at x = 0 and probe 2 is located

at x = ∆x. The measured differential signal in the presence of a monochromatic

wave will therefore be significantly reduced near k∆x/2 = nπ , or when the spac-

ing is comparable to the wavelength of the wave. In the case of a superposition

of monochromatic waves, the differential probe will measure a fraction of the ac-

tual fluctuation amplitude, depending on the wavenumber spectrum of the fluc-

tuations. In order to make an estimate of the fraction of fluctuation amplitude

detected by a differential probe, we will assume a k spectrum of φ2
o,k which is de-

scribed by the theoretically predicted linear growth rate for the LHDI in typical
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MRX conditions, an example of which is shown as the solid line in Figure 3.13(a).

The ensemble (or time) average of the square of the differential measurement of

Figure 3.13: (a) The effect of a differential measurement on the spectrum of LHDI
waves (solid line), for normalized probe spacing ∆x/ρe = 5 (dotted line). (b) Total
(k integrated) squared differential amplitude as a function of the normalized probe
spacing.

this spectrum of waves is then, from Eqn. 3.1:

〈
(δφf)2〉 = 4

∫
sin2

(
k∆x

2

)
φ2

o,kdk

Again, this quantity depends crucially on the ratio of the differential probe spacing

to the wavelength of the waves. The expected differentially measured spectrum

for ∆x/ρe = 5 is shown as a dotted line in Figure 3.13(a). Figure 3.13(b) shows the

predicted total squared amplitude (integrated over k) as a function of normalized

probe spacing, ∆x/ρe. At normalized probe spacings above a few (∆x/ρe & 3), the

total measured wave amplitude is fairly constant:

〈
(δφf)2〉 ∼ 2φ2

o =
∫

2φ2
o,kdk
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The normalized probe spacing used in the single point studies is typically well into

this approximately constant region, with ∆x/ρe & 4.

Spatially separated differential floating potential measurements are used in this

dissertation to ascertain the correlation length and propagation characteristics of

fluctuations in the plasma. Here we will discuss the relationship between the mea-

sured phase difference between spatially separated differential probes and the ac-

tual phase difference in the waves. An example of the primary type of two-point

correlation diagnostic used in these studies is shown in Figure 3.11. Two differen-

tial measurements are made using three probe tips, the central tip being used as a

reference for both of the outer two tips, as shown in Figure 3.14. If we let x2 = 0,

and x3 = −x1 = ∆x, in the presence of a monochromatic wave the two differential

outputs will be (using Eqn. 3.1):

δφf,a = 2φo,k sin
(

k∆x
2

)
exp

(
ik∆x

2
− iωt

)
δφf,b = 2φo,k sin

(
k∆x

2

)
exp

(
− ik∆x

2
− iωt

)
The difference in phase between the two differential signals is then ∆ϕ = k∆x, ex-

actly what would be expected for the phase difference between two single probes

separated by ∆x. Thus the we can interpret the phase shift in the two-point dif-

ferential measurement as the actual phase difference in the floating potential (as

measured from the centerpoint of probe pair “a” (−∆x/2) to the centerpoint of

probe pair “b” (∆x/2)).

In order to construct dispersion relations from spatially separated differential

probe signals, an analysis technique first presented by BEALL et al. [1982] is used,

and we will review this technique here. The cross-spectrum, of the two differential
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Figure 3.14: Schematic of a two-point differential floating potential probe.

probe signals is:

Xa,b = ˜δφf,a ˜δφ∗f,b.

Where ˜δφf,a is the Fourier transform of the signal from differential probe “a”. The

“local” wavenumber, K(ω), as a function of frequency can be obtained from the

phase in the cross-spectrum (ϕ(ω)):

ϕ(ω) = tan−1
(

ImXa,b

ReXa,b

)
K(ω) =

ϕ(ω)
∆x
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For the case of a single monochromatic wave, the cross-spectrum for spatially sep-

arated differential probes can be computed using the single point expression in

Eqn. 3.1:

Xa,b = 4φ2
o,k sin2

(
k∆x

2

)
exp (−ik∆x) δ(ω−ωo)

The phase in this cross-spectrum is ϕ = k∆x (at the monochromatic wave fre-

quency), and therefore K =ϕ/∆x = k, as expected.

In the presence of broadband turbulence, a statistical technique should be em-

ployed to estimate the dispersion relation of the waves and the wavenumber spec-

tral width. Given M realizations of the two separated probe signals, a local wavenum-

ber and frequency spectrum can be obtained by computing the local wavenumber

spectrum in each realization, then binning the squared Fourier amplitude in each

signal by local wavenumber and frequency:

Ŝl(K,ω) =
1
M

M

∑
j=1
Θ0,∆K

(
K− K j(ω)

) 1
2

(
S j

a(ω) + S j
b(ω)

)
WhereΘ0,∆k is unity if its argument is between 0 and ∆K (the size of the wavenum-

ber bin), and is zero elsewhere. Here we introduce Sa(ω) = | ˜δφf,a|2, which is the

squared Fourier amplitude of the signal from differential probe “a”. The statistical

local dispersion relation (K̂(ω)) and spectral width (σ̂2
K(ω)) can then be computed,

at a discrete set of N = 2π/(∆K∆x) points:

K̂(ω) =
N/2

∑
m=−N/2+1

m∆K
Ŝl(m∆K,ω)(

Ŝa(ω) + Ŝb(ω)
)
/2

σ̂2
K(ω) =

N/2

∑
m=−N/2+1

(
m∆K− K̂(ω)

)2 Ŝl(m∆K,ω)(
Ŝa(ω) + Ŝb(ω)

)
/2

Where Ŝa(ω) = (1/M) ∑ j S j
a(ω) is the average squared Fourier amplitude of sig-

nal “a”. The spectral width represents the spread of wavenumbers about the av-

erage wavenumber at a single frequency. This width can be created by turbulent
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(nonlinear) broadening of the dispersion relation of the waves but might also be

contributed to by experimental errors.

Effects of decorrelation

The discussion in the preceding section is primarily based on the assumption of

monochromatic, ungrowing waves propagating in the plasma. The predicted lin-

ear growth rate for the LHDI in MRX plasmas, as shown in Figure 2.2, is compa-

rable to the real frequency of the instability. We might therefore expect significant

growth and decorrelation of the waves on length scales comparable to the wave-

length of the wave. A short decorrelation length should effect the amplitude and

phase difference measured by the differential probe and differential probe pairs,

respectively.

We can rewrite the ensemble average of the measured square differential float-

ing potential as:

〈
|δφf|2

〉
=
〈
(φ1 −φ2)2〉 = 2

〈
|φf|2

〉
− 〈φ1φ

∗
2〉 − 〈φ∗1φ2〉

Whereφ1 andφ2 are the floating potentials at each tip, and we assume that 〈|φ2
1|〉 =〈

|φ2|2
〉

=
〈
|φf|2

〉
. One might expect that the cross terms in the expression for

〈(δφf)2〉 would behave like 〈φ1φ
∗
2〉 ∝ exp(−∆x/λd), where ∆x is the probe tip

spacing and λd is the decorrelation length in the turbulence. If the tips are spaced

much larger than the decorrelation length, then the cross terms should tend to-

ward zero, and the ensemble average of the square signal difference should be

approximately 〈
|δφf|2

〉
≈ 2

〈
|φf|2

〉
.

It is interesting to note that this is the same relationship as found in Figure 3.13(b)
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for ungrowing waves (when the probe spacing is appropriate). Therefore, in the

case of either correlated or decorrelated probe tips, the average of the square differ-

ential measurement should be approximately twice the square of the actual float-

ing potential amplitude in the plasma.

The ability to interpret the phase difference between spatially separated poten-

tial measurements as being due to the propagation of a wave crucially depends

on the decorrelation length. If the decorrelation length is small (comparable to or

smaller than the probe spacing), new growth and damping as the waves propagate

between the two measurement sites might result in a randomizing of the measured

phase difference. It is therefore important to attempt phase measurements using

two-point probes whose separation is sufficiently smaller than the decorrelation

length in the turbulence.

3.3.3 Magnetic fluctuation diagnostics

Magnetic field fluctuations were measured using magnetic pick-up coil based probes.

The coils used in these probes are identical to those used for low-frequency pro-

file measurements as described in Section 3.2. The coils are coupled directly to the

buffer amplifier with no transformer. The bandwidth of the probe is set by the L/R

time of the coil (L ≈ 10µH) based on the input impedance of the buffer amplifier

(500Ω), which is around 20ns (making the bandwidth f . 50MHz). The lower

frequency end of the sensitivity of these coils is f . 1kHz, as they are capable

of measuring the lowest frequency fields generated by the MRX capacitor bank.

The voltage signal on the coil due to magnetic fluctuations of amplitude B̃ and fre-

quency ω can be calculated from the time rate of change of the magnetic flux, Φ,
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through the coil:

Vout =
∂Φ
∂t
≈ NA

∂B̃
∂t
≈ωNAB̃

where N is the number of turns and A is the cross-sectional area of the coil. The NA

of the coil can be measured through a calibration procedure where the output of the

coil is measured in the presence of a known amplitude and frequency applied field.

Using this technique, an NA ∼ 2 cm2 is measured for coils used in fluctuation

probes. This value can be used to to determine absolute fluctuating field values

from probe output voltage.

Figure 3.15: Left: Photo of a magnetic coil attached to a buffer amplifier prior to
insertion in to a stainless steel probe shaft and glass cap. Right: Photo of magnetic
fluctuation probe tip, showing glass cap (with graphite coating internally) attached
to a 1/4” stainless steel shaft.

Figure 3.15 shows a magnetic coil attached to a buffer amplifier as well as the

tip of a completed single-coil magnetic fluctuation probe. The coil is enclosed in a

5 mm O.D. glass tube which has been sprayed internally with a conductive layer

of graphite (T.V. tube coat) to provide electrostatic isolation from the plasma. The

glass cap is attached to a 1/4” stainless steel shaft using low-outgassing epoxy.
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The diameter of the coil chosen of course has an effect on the efficiency of de-

tecting fluctuations at certain wavelengths. The magnetic probe measures the time

rate of change of the flux passing through the coil. Assuming a square coil (for sim-

plicity) and for a monochromatic signal B = Bo exp(ikx− iωt), the mean square

amplitude measured by a coil of diameter d is:

〈B2〉
B2

o
=

1
k2d2

(
sin2 (kd) + (1− cos(kd))2) =

2
k2d2 (1− cos(kd))

This results in efficient measurement of long wavelength (λ & d) fluctuations, but

the coil should fail to adequately detect fluctuations of shorter wavelengths. The

two sets of diagnostics presented in this chapter should be complementary in this

regard. The electrostatic probe has difficulties measuring waves with λ � ∆x,

precisely where the magnetic diagnostic should excel, and for λ < ∆x, the elec-

trostatic probe should work well, while the efficiency of the magnetic diagnostic

should begin to falter (here we are equating the coil diameter with ∆x). This helps

with the goal of detecting all fluctuations in the MRX current sheet, as fluctuations

should not be able to “hide” in the blind spot of a single diagnostic. However,

in order to determine the relationship between electrostatic and magnetic fluctua-

tions, a region of overlap in the efficiency of the two diagnostics is desired. This

region of overlap is limited by the size of the magnetic coils employed, which in

this dissertation work were d ∼ 3 mm, comparable to the probe-tip separation in

the primary electrostatic probe. Figure 3.16 shows the total magnetic fluctuation

amplitude detected by a coil, as a function of the normalized diameter of the coil

(here ∆x = d), calculated in the same manner as for Figure 3.13. We have assumed

that the magnetic wavenumber spectrum of the fluctuations is identical to the elec-

trostatic wavenumber spectrum (which may be an incorrect assumption). The am-

plitude for the electrostatic differential measurement is repeated for comparison
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(dotted line). For normalized coil diameter dρe & 4, as might be expected at the

Figure 3.16: Measured total magnetic fluctuation amplitude as a function of coil
size (here ∆x is the coil diameter).

edge of MRX current sheets, the magnetic diagnostic might only detect 10-20% of

the total fluctuation amplitude, assuming LHDI is the source of the fluctuations.

In addition, it might be expected that the spectrum of the measured magnetic sig-

nals would be dominated by lower frequencies, where the coil is a more efficient

detector.



Chapter 4

Measurements of fluctuations in the

MRX current sheet

M EASUREMENTS OF FLUCTUATIONS in the current sheet of MRX are

reported in this chapter. While fluctuations have been studied in

current sheets previously, the measurements reported here are the

first to be done in a current sheet formed in a plasma where the ions are magne-

tized (ρi � L) and the MHD approximation is satisfied in the bulk of the plasma

(S � 1). In addition, non-classical reconnection has been identified in current

sheets studied during this dissertation work, providing an opportunity to deter-

mine if turbulence plays an essential role in fast magnetic reconnection. Measure-

ments of high-frequency fluctuations were performed in the current sheet of MRX,

with the following goals: (1) Identify any instabilities present in the current sheet

and determine their characteristics and (2) determine the influence of these insta-

bilities on the process of reconnection in MRX. These measurements resulted in the

first observation of the lower-hybrid drift instability in a laboratory current sheet.

74
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This instability has been studied theoretically for decades in the context of cur-

rent sheets and magnetic reconnection, yet no detailed experimental investigation

of the instability has been possible until this work. The bulk of this dissertation

work focused on measurements of floating potential fluctuations in null-helicity

(no toroidal or guide field) current sheets in MRX. Magnetic fluctuations were also

investigated during this study and those relevant to the LHDI will be discussed in

this chapter, while others are discussed in Appendix B.

In Section 4.1 the observation and detailed characterization of LHDI fluctua-

tions in MRX current sheets is presented and in Section 4.2 the role of these fluctu-

ations in the process of magnetic reconnection in MRX is discussed.

4.1 Observation of the lower-hybrid drift instability

Measurements using amplified floating double Langmuir probes placed on the

edge of current sheets in null-helicity discharges in MRX have revealed the pres-

ence of broadband fluctuations near the lower hybrid frequency. In this section,

evidence supporting the identification of these fluctuations as lower-hybrid drift

waves is presented. The evidence is provided by detailed studies of the frequency

spectrum, radial amplitude profile, and spatial correlations and propagation char-

acteristics of the fluctuations. These observations will be shown to compare well

with theoretical predictions for the lower-hybrid drift instability, using the theory

developed in Chapter 2 for comparison.

Figure 4.1 shows an example of an differential floating potential signal (δφf)

taken at r = 0.34m (refer to Figure 3.12 for measurement geometry), along with

a trace of the total toroidal plasma current during a hydrogen discharge in MRX.
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The plasma current rises during formation of the current sheet in MRX and then

typically flattens in time during the quasi-steady period of magnetic reconnection.

The fluctuations are seen to arise with the formation of the current sheet and per-

sist for 10− 20µs. The amplitude of the measured fluctuations is typically several

hundred millivolts, but can be as high as 1-2V. A normalized fluctuation amplitude

can be constructed by comparing the amplitude to the measured electron temper-

ature, eδφf/Te. This normalized amplitude is typically found to be several percent

(Te ∼ 5− 10eV, eδφf/Te . 10%). A windowed FFT of the shown example signal

is inset in Figure 4.1, with a vertical line marking the position of the time averaged

lower hybrid frequency, fLH ∼ 16MHz. The FFT is performed using a Hanning

window, 8µs wide about t = 252µs, and the plot is made using a linear vertical

axis. The lower hybrid frequency is determined from measurements of the mag-

netic field near the fluctuation probe usingωLH =
√
ΩeΩi. In MRX, current sheet

Figure 4.1: Traces of plasma current and measured floating potential signal along
with an FFT of the signal. Current sheet formation and reconnection occur roughly
from t = 240µs to 280µs.
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formation can be prevented by shorting out (or “crowbarring”) the driving coil

after the poloidal field is generated, but prior to the downswing in the capacitor

bank current which “pulls” flux back through the null point, resulting in a cur-

rent response in the plasma. In the case that the driving coil is crowbarred and

hence no current sheet is formed, no significant fluctuation amplitude is observed.

Figure 4.2 shows magnetic and fluctuation data from two consecutive shots: in

the first a current sheet is formed (as demonstrated by the magnetic vector plot at

t = 260µs), while in the second the driving coil is crowbarred at t = 180µs, and

the magnetic configuration remains “X”-like. A double floating Langmuir probe is

placed at r = 0.32m in both cases, and significant fluctuations are only observed

in the first case when a current sheet is formed.

4.1.1 Frequency spectrum

The LHDI is expected to produce fluctuations whose frequency spectrum is lo-

cated near the lower hybrid frequency. The detailed dependence of the frequency

spectrum of the measured floating potential fluctuations on the lower hybrid fre-

quency was explored through varying the peak field in the current sheet and the

mass of the working gas ( fLH ∝ B/
√

M). The peak magnetic field value was varied

through raising or lowering the voltage on the capacitor bank used to generate the

poloidal field. Using this technique, the peak field was scanned from roughly 100G

(using 10kV/8kV on the toroidal field/poloidal field bank) to 300G (14/12 kV).

Both hydrogen and helium were used as working gases, allowing for a factor of 2

change in the lower hybrid frequency due to ion mass. Figure 4.3(a) shows a set of

example average floating potential fluctuation power spectra (linear vertical axis,

logarithmic horizontal axis) at different local field values and with two different fill
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Figure 4.2: Magnetic and fluctuation measurements for two consecutive dis-
charges. In the first, a current sheet is formed and fluctuations are observed. In
the second, the driving coil is crowbarred, and very little fluctuations amplitude is
observed.

gases, hydrogen and helium. Each plot is generated through averaging the spec-

trum of 10 discharges whose local magnetic field value falls within a 50G window

of the magnetic field value annotating the graph. There is an upward shift evident

in the power spectrum with increasing field strength and decreasing ion mass,

consistent with the shift in the local lower hybrid frequency. Figure 4.3(b) shows a

comparison between all discharges in helium and hydrogen, summed over all lo-

cal field values. This figure demonstrates a clear downward shift in the frequency
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spectrum of the observed fluctuations in helium discharges. Figure 4.3(c) shows

the power spectrum of the fluctuations averaged over 97 discharges, including

both hydrogen and helium shots, with the frequency normalized to the local lower

hybrid frequency of each discharge. The averaged spectrum is quite broad, but is

clearly situated near the lower hybrid frequency. Figure 4.4 shows the value of the

frequency at the peak of the fluctuation spectrum versus the measured magnetic

field, for discharges in hydrogen. While there is some scatter in the data, the peak

frequency scales fairly consistently with the lower hybrid frequency.

The theory of the LHDI predicts that the peak of the growth rate should occur

at a wavenumber associated with a real frequency of roughly the lower hybrid fre-

quency. The observed frequency spectrum is consistent with the linear theory in

this regard, as the peak is near the lower hybrid frequency. The LHDI theory also

predicts a fairly wide range of wavenumbers where appreciable growth is found,

as shown in Figure 2.2. The observation of a fairly wide spectrum in frequency

is consistent with this linear prediction. It should also be noted that, for the most

part, the observed spectrum is qualitatively similar to what might be expected of

decorrelated double probe measurements – that is, the features observed in Fig-

ure 3.13(a) due to effects of a differential measurement generally aren’t observed

(though may be present in the high-field case).

These high-frequency fluctuations dominate the spectrum of the floating po-

tential measurements, and no other readily identifiable features are observed in

a consistent manner at any radial location. Figure 4.5 presents the average large-

window (100µs) FFT of 100 floating potential measurements on the inner edge of

the MRX current sheet (0.30cm < r < 0.38cm) in hydrogen discharges. This figure
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Figure 4.3: (a) Average floating potential power spectrum in helium and hydro-
gen at different average field strengths. (b) Comparison of fluctuation spectra in
helium and hydrogen discharges, summing over all local field values. (c) Average
power spectrum for 97 discharges, with frequency normalized to the local lower
hybrid frequency for each discharge.

is shown to provide a broader view of the spectrum of measured floating poten-

tial fluctuations. Clearly shown in the figure is the LHDI feature extending from

a few MHZ to 10’s of MHz. Low frequency features in the spectrum are likely

provided by MHD timescale movement of the current sheet. The coherent features

near 1 MHz in the spectrum are due to ringing in the transmission lines associated
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Figure 4.4: Frequency at the peak of the fluctuation spectrum versus measured
local field in hydrogen. The solid line represents the lower hybrid frequency

with the capacitor bank circuitry.

4.1.2 Spatial amplitude profiles and time behavior

The LHDI is expected to be driven by density gradients and cross-field currents,

which would suggest that it might be localized near these energy sources in MRX

current sheets. In order to determine if the observed fluctuations are consistent

with these expectations, a study of the radial amplitude profile was performed,

and the results of this study are presented here. A comparison with the linear
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Figure 4.5: Long-time window (t = 100µs) FFT power averaged over 100 measure-
ments.

theory developed in Chapter 2 is presented, and provides further support for the

conclusion that the measured fluctuations are due to the LHDI. A discussion of

the observed time behavior of the fluctuations, also based on the linear theory, is

provided.

Radial amplitude profile measurement

Radial profiles of the amplitude of the floating potential fluctuations were con-

structed through shot-to-shot positioning of the probe and averaging over many

shots at each position. Figure 4.6 shows average radial profiles of the root-mean-

square fluctuating floating potential amplitude superimposed on the computed

average current density profile at four times during a set of more than 200 low-

collisionality (λmfp/δ ∼ 5 − 10) MRX discharges (12/10 kV, 4 mT fill pressure,
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hydrogen). The current densities shown are computed by first fitting the average

measured magnetic field profile to a Harris sheet profile, then deriving the cur-

rent density from the fit. The magnetic measurements shown are made at a small

toroidal separation (10− 15◦) from the fluctuation diagnostic. As the current sheet

is formed, the width of the sheet thins to be comparable to the ion skin depth

while the radial position of the current sheet moves outward (due to the hoop

force) in order to establish equilibrium with the applied equilibrium field. The

plotted fluctuation amplitude is determined through first high-pass filtering indi-

vidual fluctuation measurements at 1 MHz (digitally), then averaging the square

amplitude at each radial position. The error bars represent shot-to-shot variations

in the measurement. The fluctuations are observed to grow up on the inner edge

of the current sheet, then strengthen and track the current sheet as it moves to-

ward an equilibrium position. Later in time, the amplitude decays fairly rapidly

even though the current sheet persists and reconnection continues. Individual re-

alizations of the fluctuation amplitude (such as shown in Figure 4.1) depend on

the placement of the probe and the motion of the current sheet relative to the

probe. The timescales present in individual signals are therefore a combination

of the motion of the unstable region toward or away from the probe and the global

timescales for the fluctuation amplitude shown in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.7 shows a contour plot in the r− t plane of the rms floating potential

amplitude, along with the trajectory of the center of the current sheet and sheet

thickness (Ro and Ro ± δ, determined from the fit of the average magnetic field to

a Harris profile). This figure shows in more detail how the fluctuation amplitude

follows the trajectory of the current profile. As reconnection proceeds, the equilib-

rium is altered by the depletion of flux inside the current sheet. This lowers the B2
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Figure 4.6: Radial profiles of rms fluctuation amplitude at z = 0 and current den-
sity in the MRX current sheet at four times.
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Figure 4.7: Contours of rms fluctuation amplitude in the r− t plane. Superimposed
is the trajectory of the current sheet center (Ro) and the current sheet thickness
(Ro ± δ).
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pressure pushing out on the current sheet, resulting in an inward shift of the equi-

librium position, as shown in the figure after t ≈ 258µs. Reconnection continues

as the current sheet moves inward, until roughly t = 280µs.

Comparison with LHDI theory

The radial profile measurements raise a key question: Why is the radial amplitude

profile asymmetric? We will address this question using the linear electrostatic

model of the LHDI derived in Chapter 2. Linear calculations of the local growth

rate profile of the LHDI were performed based on measured profiles of density,

electron temperature and magnetic field. Electron temperature and density pro-

files were acquired in a similar fashion to the fluctuation profile: through shot-

to-shot positioning of a triple Langmuir probe and averaging over several shots

(at least 10) per position. The triple Langmuir probe measured density profile at

t = 264µs, along with a Harris sheet fit to the measured average magnetic field

profile, is shown in Figure 4.8(a). Both the magnetic field and the density are ob-

served to be radially asymmetric with respect to the center of the current sheet.

The magnetic field asymmetry is due to the cylindrical geometry of the field coils

(flux cores) in MRX, which generate stronger fields inside the current sheet loca-

tion than outside. The density asymmetry arises so that radial force balance can

be achieved with this magnetic field profile [YAMADA et al., 2000]. The density

gradient is a source of free energy for the LHDI, and a stronger gradient on the

inner edge implies the growth rate should be larger there. In addition, the density

gradient creates an radially asymmetric cross-field electron-ion flow speed differ-

ence, Vd = j/ne. This cross-field drift is also an important drive for LHDI, and

for a symmetric current density, the larger density on the outer edge produces a
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smaller flow difference between the ions and electrons. The combination of the

density and magnetic field asymmetries produces a strong asymmetry in the pro-

file of the electron beta (βe = 8πnTe/B2), as shown in Figure 4.8(b). The beta on the

inner edge of the current sheet is on the order of 10%, compared to the outer edge

which has near unity beta. The large beta on the outer edge should be a significant

stabilizing influence on the LHDI.

In order to compute a profile of maximum LHDI growth rate, a smooth fit to

the density profile measurement (dotted line in Figure 4.8(a), arbitrarily using a

Lorentzian with different “temperatures” on either side of the current sheet) along

the fitted magnetic field and current profiles at t = 264µs were used to compute

parameters in Equation 2.3 (assuming Ti/Te = 1, 2, 3). The cross-field ion veloc-

ity (V) in this equation was determined by equating the plasma current density

to j = ne(V + vD,e), where vD,e is the electron diamagnetic velocity. Dispersion

relations and growth rates for the LHDI were then found through numerically

finding roots of Equation 2.3, using model parameters determined from measured

plasma parameters at each radial location. Figure 4.8(d) shows the profile of the

maximum growth rate (maximized over wavenumber) which resulted from these

calculations. The predicted growth rate profile is quite asymmetric, in fact growing

modes are only found on the inner edge of the current sheet. Growth is suppressed

on the outer edge by the large beta and low ion drift speed and small normalized

density gradient. The growth rate profile compares well with the measured fluctu-

ation amplitude profile at t = 264µs, which is repeated in Figure 4.8(c) for clarity.

There is no reason to expect quantitative agreement between the saturated ampli-

tude of the fluctuations and the linear growth rate in this case. However, the linear

growth rate profile should indicate where the drive for the instability is strongest
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Figure 4.8: (a) Radial profiles of fitted average magnetic field and density, includ-
ing a smooth fit to the density profile (two-temperature Lorentzian). (b) Electron
beta calculated from measured electron density, electron temperature, and mag-
netic field. (c) Fluctuation amplitude and current density profiles at t = 264µs. (d)
Computed peak growth rate profile for the LHDI, for the measured profiles and
for Ti/Te = 1, 2, 3.
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and hence should suggest the saturated amplitude might be largest.

The radial profiles shown in Figure 4.6 seem to suggest that some penetration

of the LHDI into the magnetic null is observed in these measurements. However,

It is important to note that the peak of the current density is slightly offset from the

magnetic null early in the reconnection process in MRX, due to the asymmetries

inherent in the cylindrical geometry in MRX. This is demonstrated in Figure 4.9,

where profiles of fitted magnetic field, fit-derived current density, and measured

fluctuation amplitude are plotted. From this figure, the fluctuation amplitude does

Figure 4.9: Profiles of magnetic field, current density, and fluctuation amplitude
at t = 264µs, demonstrating that no significant penetration of the LHDI into the
magnetic null is observed.

not penetrate into the null, consistent with linear theoretical predictions of beta

stabilization. The peak of the current density and the magnetic null move closer
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in MRX and eventually coincide as reconnection continues and the current sheet

becomes more symmetric late in time [YAMADA et al., 2000].

Discussion of amplitude time behavior

The amplitude of the fluctuations in this set of discharges is observed to decrease

rapidly shortly after t = 265µs. The radial profiles of measured plasma parame-

ters change fairly smoothly by comparison, and therefore do not seem to provide

an answer for the rapid timescale of the decrease. Figure 4.10 shows radial profiles

of electron density and electron beta, along with smooth fits to the data, near the

time of peak amplitude (t = 264µs) and at a later time, after the amplitude decrease

(t = 274µs). The profiles are observed to be quite similar, with a slight decrease in

density and a slight increase of electron beta on the inner edge of the current sheet

due to decrease in the local magnetic field during reconnection. One unknown

parameter in these experiments in hydrogen is the ion temperature. It is expected

that the ions should be heated and the ion temperature should rise monotonically

during reconnection, based on measurements in helium plasmas [HSU et al., 2001]

(see Figure 1.7). This ion heating could increase the Ti/Te ratio and also increase

the total plasma beta. DAVIDSON et al. [1977] have shown that at normalized drift

speeds Vd/vth,i & 1 the critical beta at which the LHDI is suppressed can drop

with increasing Ti/Te. Figure 4.8(d) shows some support for this in MRX param-

eter regimes as the calculated linear growth rate drops with increasing Ti/Te. We

expect that the ion temperature should be less than the electron temperature before

reconnection begins, again based on previous measurements in helium. An esti-

mate of the ion temperature at late times can then be made through considering

an MHD force balance across the current sheet. The MHD momentum equation,
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Figure 4.10: Radial profiles of electron density and electron beta at t = 264µs and
t = 274µs.

assuming steady state and negligible flow speeds can be simply written:

j× B
c
≈ ∇p (4.1)

The flow speeds along z = 0 during steady state reconnection in MRX are a small

fraction of the Alfvén speed, typically v/vA . 10%. These flows are energetically

dominated by the magnetic field and plasma pressure and therefore the radial force

balance should be well described by Eqn 4.1. Integrating the momentum equation

over radius in MRX, starting from ro = 0.28m where j is small, we find:

∆p ≈
∫ r

ro

jθBzdr (4.2)
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Figure 4.11 shows an application of Eqn. 4.2 at t = 274µs. The measured electron

pressure is insufficient to support an equilibrium with the magnetic field, and the

unmeasured ion pressure must make up the difference. The total plasma pres-

sure calculated assuming the ion temperature is twice the electron temperature is

shown and is found to be comparable to the integrated magnetic force, suggesting

that Ti/Te & 2 at this point in time. The linear growth rate should drop somewhat

Figure 4.11: Comparison between integrated j× B force and electron pressure and
total pressure for Ti = 2Te.

due to an increase in the temperature ratio to Ti/Te ∼ 2 (see Figure 4.8), but this

may not fully explain the observed greater than four-fold drop in the fluctuation
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amplitude.

We can offer some additional suggestions as to the source of the rapid decrease

of the fluctuation amplitude observed in these discharges. A nonlocal theory is

likely to be necessary to fully describe the LHDI in MRX current sheets, due to the

presence of gradients in both the r and z direction. In particular, it is important

to note that the local theory assumes that the strongest growing mode occurs at

k‖ ∼ 0, or at infinite parallel wavelength. The current sheet in MRX is, of course,

of finite length, and largest parallel wavelength is likely set by this length. It is

possible that plasma conditions away from the center of the current sheet (along

z) could have repercussions on the behavior of the instability near the center of

the current sheet, due to the tendency for the instability to grow at large paral-

lel wavelength. For instance, it is known that the plasma pressure downstream

in the MRX current sheet builds up during reconnection [JI et al., 1999], and this

might lead to large downstream beta. This beta might stabilize the LHDI at large

z, limiting the k‖ available for modes driven at the center. This effect, coupled with

rising beta and Ti/Te at the center, could possibly result in the observed rapid drop

of LHDI amplitude near the center of the current sheet for the given parameters.

Flows that develop during the reconnection process could result in convection of

unstable LHDI fluctuations away from the unstable site, which could possibly ex-

plain the drop in amplitude with time. However, spectroscopic and probe-based

flow measurements in MRX have indicated that flow rates during reconnection are

small compared to the Alfvén or ion thermal speed (roughly 10% of these values)

[HSU, 2000]. This fact, coupled with the strong predicted growth rate for the LHDI,

suggests that convection of unstable waves should not be a large sink of fluctua-

tion energy compared to the local input from the linear growth rate. An additional
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possible explanation is that the observed time behavior is due to a nonlinear phe-

nomenon. The saturation mechanism for the LHDI could be effected by changing

parameters in the current sheet, and might result in a lower saturated amplitude.

Finally, a comment on the effects of wave coherence on the double probe measure-

ment should be offered. As shown in Figure 3.13(b), one might expect a reduction

in the response of the probe at very small normalized separation, ∆x/ρe. The elec-

tron gyroradius does get larger due to a slow drop in the magnetic field, however,

this change (roughly a 20% drop in the field strength from t = 264µs to t = 274µs,

making ∆x/ρe drop from roughly 5 to roughly 4) is not sufficient to push the probe

response into the severely damped region (assuming the probe tips are not decor-

related). At the same time, if this was the case, any magnetic fluctuation ampli-

tude might get stronger. Preliminary magnetic measurements presented later in

this chapter and in Appendix B show that this is very likely not the case.

4.1.3 Spatial correlations and propagation characteristics

The linear theory provides predictions for wavelength and phase velocity of the

LHDI, and further evidence for the presence of this instability in MRX could be

provided through comparing measured spatial correlations in the fluctuations with

the theoretical predictions. In this section, studies of the decorrelation length in the

measured fluctuations are presented along with statistical dispersion relations de-

rived from the cross-spectrum of two spatially separated differential probes.

Spatial correlations in the fluctuations were investigated using spatially sep-

arated double floating Langmuir probes. Three probes were constructed for this

purpose, with probe-to-probe spacings of 1, 3.5, and 10 mm. The decorrelation
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length in the fluctuations was investigated through calculating the coherency be-

tween separated differential probe signals, which is defined as:

γ =
|Xa,b|√

| ˜δφf,a|2| ˜δφf,b|2

Where ˜δφf,a is the Fourier transform of signal a, and Xa,b = ˜δφf,a ˜δφf,b
∗ is the cross

spectrum of signals a and b. Figure 4.12 shows the mean coherency, averaged over

the LHDI feature in the frequency spectrum and over 20 discharges per separation,

versus probe separation (normalized to the electron gyroradius). Here the separa-

tion, ∆x is in the toroidal direction, which is the current direction and the expected

propagation direction for the LHDI.

Figure 4.12: The mean coherency of spatially separated measurements of LHDI
fluctuations in MRX.

The signals are quite coherent at the smallest separation (1 mm), but the co-

herency drops rapidly as the separation becomes larger. A decorrelation length

for the turbulence can be estimated as the length at which the coherency drops to
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1/e. From Figure 4.12, a decorrelation length Lc . 10ρe is estimated. This length

is comparable to the theoretically predicted wavelength for the strongest growing

portion of the LHDI spectrum (λ ∼ 2πρe). This estimate implies that significant

new growth occurs over a single wavelength, an implication which is consistent

with the predicted strong linear growth rate for the LHDI (γ ∼ ωLH). This mea-

surement also suggests that the probe tips of the 3 mm separated probe (which was

used for single point measurements in the turbulence) should be decorrelated, and

that coherent effects due to the wavelength of the waves (discussed in Chapter 3)

should not significantly effect the measured spectrum.

Statistical dispersion relations of the fluctuations in the 1 mm separation case

were obtained using the statistical method of BEALL et al. [1982], which was re-

viewed in Chapter 3. The computation was performed using three sets of data,

each with different probe orientations with respect to the magnetic field. The first

two orientations were perpendicular to the magnetic field, one with the probe ori-

ented in the electron diamagnetic direction and the second with the probe oriented

in the ion diamagnetic direction. The distinction between these two orientations is

made by labeling one of the two probes as primary (call it probe a, for instance),

and orienting the two probes such that probe a is upstream with respect to the

second probe in a flow in either the ion or electron diamagnetic direction. This dis-

tinction is made primarily as a test for any systematic asymmetries in the probes

– if the two probes make measurements in an identical fashion, rotating the probe

should result in a positive measurement of k in the wave propagation direction and

a negative k measurement when oriented in the opposite direction. The dispersion

relations resulting from orientations in the electron (labeled 0◦) and ion (labeled

180◦) diamagnetic directions are shown in Figure 4.13. The phase velocity derived
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Figure 4.13: Statistical dispersion relations for two probe orientations (0◦/180◦ =
electron/ion diamagnetic direction).

from this figures is quite high, vφ ∼ 125 km/s, compared to an expected phase

speed near the ion thermal velocity (vth,i ∼ 30 km/s). The gray regions surround-

ing the black k⊥ curves represent the spectral width of the k⊥ calculation, which is

quite large. The spectral width represents the spread in measured k⊥ and the size

of this spread is due to the observation of, on average, a large spread in the phase

shift in the cross spectrum at each frequency in the turbulence. This fact precludes

a statistically significant determination of the wavelength and phase velocity of the

fluctuations. However, a preference for propagation in the electron diamagnetic

direction is revealed by the measurement of primarily positive k⊥ for orientation

in the electron diamagnetic direction, and negative k⊥ for the opposite direction.

This direction of propagation is consistent with the LHDI when observed in the ion

rest frame. Spectroscopic ion flow velocity measurements have been performed in
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the MRX which suggest that the ion rest frame is the correct lab frame in the cur-

rent sheet [HSU et al., 2001]. The LHDI is expected to propagate primarily in the

toroidal direction in MRX, and should have rapid phase velocity, small k, and no

preference for propagation direction along the field. A computation of the dis-

persion relation for the case with the probes oriented along the magnetic field is

shown in Figure 4.14. While the spectral width of this k‖ calculation is also quite

large, the measurement reveals small k‖ and no sign of preference for direction of

propagation.

Figure 4.14: Statistical dispersion relation for probe orientation along the magnetic
field.

The spectral width of these wavenumber measurements could be due to sev-

eral reasons, including deficiencies in the measurement technique and effects in
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the plasma. One possible deficiency in the measurement technique is the uncer-

tainty in the instantaneous direction of the magnetic field during the measure-

ment. The value of Bz is locally determined (within a few cm using the 1D mag-

netic probe), however the radial and toroidal fields are measured on the other side

of the torus (approximately 180◦ away in toroidal angle) and may not accurately

represent the fields in the toroidal plane of the fluctuation measurement. This may

lead to projection effects which would make the wavelength appear longer, but

the effect should be proportional to cosθ and may not be large enough to explain

the observed width. In addition, if there is some kr to the wave, which we have

assumed is zero in the theory presented in Chapter 2, we may be only measuring a

projection of k⊥ in the toroidal direction. This would lead to a smaller estimate for

the wavenumber and a faster apparent phase velocity, consistent with the observa-

tions. Non-local treatment of the LHDI in a Harris sheet reveals radial eigenmodes,

each of which has a slightly different dispersion relation [YOON, 2001]. Several of

these eigenmodes are likely to be excited in the MRX current sheet, which could

result in the appearance of a broad range of wavenumbers at each frequency in the

turbulence. An additional linear effect which might lead to the observations is the

variation of the dispersion relation with k‖. Figure 2.2 shows the predicted disper-

sion relations for MRX relevant parameters and for several values of k‖. Over the

range of k‖ shown, the phase velocity of the LHDI varies around a factor of 2 at

the peak of the growth. LHDI modes with various k‖ might be expected in MRX,

and this could lead to the difficulty in determining the phase velocity of the waves.

One final possible explanation based on linear theory is that the ion flow rate in the

current sheet is not exactly zero and perhaps even varies with time. As shown in

Chapter 2, in the electron rest frame, the dispersion relation for the LHDI can be
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multi-valued, resulting in two different wavelength values at a single frequency.

If the ions are not at rest in the lab frame, this type of effect might contribute to

raising the measured spectral width in the turbulence. Nonlinear effects may also

contribute to the observed spectral width. The LHDI has a fairly strong predicted

linear growth rate in MRX, which is comparable to the real frequency (a prediction

supported by decorrelation length estimates). It is therefore not unreasonable to

expect rapid nonlinear saturation of the instability and nonlinear modifications to

the wavelength spectrum of the turbulence. The linear characteristics of the insta-

bility, such as the phase velocity, may not be preserved in the nonlinearly saturated

state, and this may be reflected in the measurement.

4.1.4 Comments on the saturated amplitude

In Chapter 2 a brief review of saturation mechanisms for the LHDI was offered, in-

cluding plateau formation, current relaxation, trapping, electron resonance broad-

ening, and nonlinear mode-mode coupling. Although collisional dissipation is not

enough to explain the rate of reconnection in these discharges, sufficient collisions

are available such that plateau formation and trapping might not be effective. In

addition, the simulations reviewed in Chapter 2 suggest that electron dissipation

is responsible for saturating the LHDI, and that ion trapping should not be im-

portant. We will therefore compare the measured amplitude of the fluctuations

to the theoretical predicted saturated amplitude due to two models presented in

Chapter 2: electron resonance broadening ([HUBA et al., 1978], Eqn. 2.4) and non-

linear mode-mode coupling ([DRAKE et al., 1984], Eqn. 2.5). The peak amplitude (in

both space and time) observed in the radial scan presented Section 4.1.2 is roughly

〈δφf〉max ∼ 0.6V (note that in Figure 4.6 the amplitude is averaged over 2µs as
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the resolution of the magnetic data is limited to that timescale). In Section 3.3.2 of

the previous chapter, a discussion on the effect of coherent waves on a differential

potential measurement was presented, showing that the expected average square

amplitude of the differential measurement should be roughly twice the actual am-

plitude, assuming the probe separation was ∆x/ρe & 31. The electron gyroradius

at the position of peak amplitude at t = 264µs in Figure 4.6 is ρe ∼ 0.6mm, mak-

ing ∆x/ρe ∼ 5, large enough that this estimate should apply. Therefore, we will

assume that our differential measurement of
√
〈δφ2

f 〉 /2 ∼
√〈

φ2
p

〉
≈ 0.40V indi-

cates normalized plasma potential fluctuation value of (Te ≈ 8eV):

e
〈
φp
〉

max

Te
∼ 5%

The electron resonance broadening model predicts a value for the normalized fluc-

tuating electric field energy density, E/nTi, where E ≈ Ẽ2
max/8π = k2

max 〈φ2〉max /8π ,

which we now need to calculate. As was discussed in the previous section, a statis-

tically significant value for the mode wavelength was not measured, however we

can estimate the wavenumber in these fluctuations from the linear theory, k ∼ ρ−1
e .

Using this estimate, we find that the peak fluctuating electric field value, based on

φ ∼ 0.40V and k ∼ ρ−1
e ∼ 1700m−1, is Ẽ ∼ 700 V/m. Using this estimate and

n ∼ 2.5× 1013cm−3 and Ti ∼ Te ∼ 8eV, we find that in these measurements:

Emax

nTi
∼ 7× 10−8

Now we can compute the predictions, based on measured plasma parame-

ters, of the electron resonance broadening and nonlinear mode coupling saturation

models for comparison. The electron resonance broadening model predicts, using
1The linear growth rate spectrum used in this calculation is the spectrum at the peak of the

radial growth rate profile shown in Figure 4.8(d)
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n ∼ 2.5× 1013cm−3, Ti ∼ Te ∼ 8 eV, B ∼ 100G (at r ≈ 0.36cm):(
E

nTi

)
≈ 2

5
me

M
Ω2

e

ω2
p,e

(
Ti

Te

)1/4 V2

v2
th,i

= 5× 10−8

This value is quite comparable to the computed value of E/nTi for the measure-

ments reported here (∼ 7× 10−8). However, it should be pointed out that we might

expect the electron resonance broadening mechanism to be hampered by electron

collisions in MRX, so it might be surprising to find agreement with this prediction.

The nonlinear Landau damping saturation mechanism predicts:

eφ
Ti
≈ 2.4

(
2me

M

)1/2 V
vth,i
≈ 20%

This prediction is larger than the normalized amplitude deduced from the mea-

surements (5%), but is quite close considering the limitations of the theoretical

model used in this calculation. The theory used to make this estimate ignored

coupling of wave energy in unstable long parallel wavelength modes to damped

shorter parallel wavelength modes [DRAKE et al., 1984]. For this reason, it may

overpredict the saturated amplitude in these experiments.

In a stable plasma, a certain level of electric field fluctuations is expected due

to thermal effects. An estimate of the expected thermal equilibrium fluctuation

level in the LHDI frequency range can now be made to compare to the measured

fluctuation level. We assume that there are N ∼ k2
⊥k‖/(2π)3 normal modes, each

with energy kT. For the frequency range of interest, these modes have k⊥ ∼ 1/ρe

and k‖ ∼
√

M/me/ρe. This estimate yields a normalized thermal fluctuation level

of:
E

nT
≈ 3× 10−14

This is significantly lower than the measured fluctuation level, clearly indicating

that an unstable (non-thermal) feature drives these fluctuations.
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4.1.5 Magnetic measurements of LHDI

A discussion of electromagnetic modifications to the LHDI was offered in Chap-

ter 2, suggesting that magnetic fluctuations should be expected along with elec-

trostatic LHDI fluctuations in high-beta current sheets. While the detailed study

performed using electrostatic diagnostics (as presented above) has not yet been

reproduced with magnetic diagnostics, evidence for electromagnetic LHDI fluctu-

ations have been found and are presented here.

Magnetic pick-up loops were used to study magnetic fluctuations in low-coll-

isionality current sheets (12/10 kV, 4mT, hydrogen). These studies revealed high

frequency ( f . fLH) magnetic fluctuations on the inner edge of the current sheet. A

time trace of Ḃz measured at r = 0.34m is shown in Figure 4.15, along with a float-

ing potential measurement at the same radial location (but separated in toroidal

angle by roughly 45◦). Also shown are FFT’s of each signal, with the magnetic sig-

nal first integrated in time so that the FFT represents the spectrum of B rather than

Ḃ. The spectrum for the magnetic signal is strongest at lower frequencies when

compared to the electrostatic spectrum, but does extend up to the lower hybrid

frequency. The predominance of lower frequency components in the measured

signal could be due to effects related to the size of the magnetic coil compared to

the wavelength of the LHDI, as discussed in Chapter 3. The magnetic fluctuations

are observed on the inner edge of the current sheet concomitantly with the elec-

trostatic LHDI fluctuations measured using floating probes. The magnetic signals

tend to arise later in time than the electrostatic signals, but do not, on average,

persist longer. These signals are identified as magnetic LHDI fluctuations, which

should be expected to appear due to electromagnetic corrections to the LHDI in

high beta current sheets. The amplitude of these fluctuations is δB ∼ 5− 10G or
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δB/B ∼ a few percent, similar to the normalized amplitude in the electrostatic fluc-

tuations. A relationship between electrostatic and magnetic fluctuation amplitude

for the LHDI was presented by HUBA et al. [1978], although only for Te � Ti:

δB =
vth,i

c

√
M
me

ω2
p,e

Ω2
e
δE

Using typical MRX parameters, and δE ∼ 700V/m, this expression yields δB ∼

1G, which is comparable to the measured fluctuation signals. However, it is likely

that the magnetic probe is incapable of measuring the total fluctuation amplitude,

as the wavelength of the LHDI can be comparable to the size of the coils used

in these measurements. Based on Figure 3.16, this correction factor may be & 5

for ρed ∼ 4 − 5, where d is the coil diameter (here 3 mm), but only if the mag-

netic LHDI spectrum is the same as the electrostatic spectrum. The fluctuations

are observed to be strongest in the Bz component, which is on average an order

of magnitude larger than fluctuations in the toroidal component (Br fluctuations

were not measured in these studies). This polarization is consistent with the elec-

tromagnetic LHDI, which is flute like and should not generate significant Bθ or

Br.

Additional (primarily low frequency) magnetic fluctuations are observed at

large radius (outside the current sheet) and early in time (220µs . t . 265µs)

and also near the center of the current sheet but late in time (t & 280µs). These

fluctuations are discussed in Appendix B, along with a discussion of preliminary

studies of the radial profile of magnetic fluctuations in MRX.
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Figure 4.15: Time traces of magnetic and floating potential measurements at r =
0.35m, along with FFT’s of the signals. The FFT of the magnetic signal is corrected
to show the spectrum of B rather than Ḃ.

4.2 Role of the LHDI in reconnection in MRX

One of the primary motivations for studying fluctuations in MRX is to determine

the role of any observed fluctuations in the reconnection process. Of particular

interest is whether or not the LHDI can generate anomalous resistivity in MRX

current sheet and explain the observations listed in section 1.3.1: (1) Eθ/ηsp jθ � 1,

(2) δ ∼ c/ωp,i,ρi (and Vd/vth,i ∼ 3), and (3) ion heating. Point (3) is not addressed

in this work, and is left as an open question. The data and analyses presented in

this section suggest that the LHDI does not produce significant anomalous resis-

tivity and is not essential for reconnection in MRX. This conclusion stems largely
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from consideration of the radial profile of the fluctuation amplitude, the time be-

havior of the fluctuation amplitude and the scaling of the fluctuation amplitude

with collisionality.

4.2.1 Radial profiles

There are two points relevant to the question of anomalous resistivity which are

raised by the measured amplitude profiles and the linear theoretical calculations

presented in section 4.1.2. The first is that the measured amplitude is excluded

from the high-beta magnetic null, as has been theoretically predicted by many [see,

e.g. HUBA et al., 1978]. The simplest mechanism of anomalous resistivity genera-

tion by turbulence is by effective scattering of the current carrying particles by the

wave electric fields. The measured amplitude profile of the LHDI makes it quite

difficult to apply this model to the MRX current sheet, as the turbulence is not

strong at the center of the current sheet, where it is needed to provide dissipation

and explain the discrepancy in the electron force balance (as shown in Figure 1.5).

However, more complicated theories of anomalous resistivity generation might be

constructed around this profile. For instance, these may incorporate some radial

non-local effects of edge turbulence on the current sheet center. For example, one

might argue that since the current density is at least partially due to diamagnetic

currents, radial particle diffusion due to LHDI on the edge could lead to a relax-

ation of the density profile and reduce the current density, producing a seemingly

resistive effect. For this reason, the radial amplitude profile alone can not rule out

a critical role of the LHDI in reconnection in MRX.

The second point raised by the radial profile measurements and the accompa-

nying theoretical calculations is that the LHDI is not marginal on the edge of MRX
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current sheets. The calculated growth rates at the edge are comparable to the real

frequency, a calculation which is supported experimentally by the observation of

very short decorrelation length in the turbulence. This observation suggests that

the scale length of the current sheet is not set by the marginal state of the LHDI,

but is instead determined by some other mechanism. It is possible that the linear

marginal state of the LHDI is not relevant, and that instead a nonlinear marginal

condition sets the thickness of the current sheet (for example, anomalous dissipa-

tion may not set in until a finite amplitude is reached). However, the thickness

of the current sheet does not change in any observable manner even though the

amplitude of the fluctuations is observed to drop fairly dramatically (evident in

Figure 4.7). This observation alone does not provide the evidence necessary to

conclude that the LHDI is not generating significant resistivity in MRX current

sheets, but is strongly suggestive that there is some other mechanism controlling

the thickness of the current sheet. Other mechanisms which might provide control

over the current sheet thickness, such as the Hall term in the generalized Ohm’s

law, will be discussed in Chapter 5.

4.2.2 Time behavior of the LHDI amplitude

An observation which provides further support for a conclusion that the LHDI is

not be essential for reconnection in MRX is the measured time behavior of the fluc-

tuation amplitude. The time behavior of the fluctuation amplitude is compared to

that of the average reconnection electric field (Eθ) and the average central current

density (Jθ) in Figure 4.16. The reconnection electric field is the time derivative

of calculated poloidal flux value in the center of the current sheet, and represents
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Figure 4.16: Time traces of reconnection electric field, peak current density, and
peak rms fluctuation amplitude in 12/10kV 4mT hydrogen discharges.

the rate of reconnection (rate of destruction of poloidal flux interior to the cur-

rent sheet in radius). From this figure, the quasi-steady reconnection phase can be

identified as the time period over which the reconnection electric field is steady,

roughly from t = 260µs to t = 280µs. The fluctuation amplitude shown in this

figure (〈δφf〉max) is the peak value in space at each point in time. As was discussed

in section 4.1.2, the fluctuation amplitude grows as the current sheet forms and

reconnection begins, but is seen to decrease rapidly with time before the end of

the quasi-steady reconnection phase. Both the reconnection electric field and the
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peak current density seem rather insensitive to the fairly extreme time behavior

of the peak fluctuation amplitude near t = 265µs. This observation suggests that

the LHDI fluctuations are not essential for reconnection in MRX, since the recon-

nection rate is essentially unphased by a rapid change in the amplitude of the

fluctuations. In fact, there is some evidence that the reconnection electric field and

current density actually increase slightly following the rapid decrease in the fluctu-

ation amplitude near t = 275µs. Although this observation is not conclusive, this

might suggest that the LHDI actually impedes the reconnection process in MRX.

A similar conclusion has been made with respect to recent three-dimensional Hall

MHD simulations of reconnection where the LHDI is seen to arise [ROGERS et al.,

2000].

The measurements reported here are done only near z = 0, and it is possi-

ble that the fluctuations persist at high amplitude elsewhere in the current sheet

even though the amplitude drops dramatically at the measurement location. How-

ever, measurements of plasma profiles downstream (|z| > 0) have been made, and

these measurements suggest shallower density gradients and lower current den-

sities than at z = 0. Therefore it is expected that the strongest drive for the LHDI

should be located at z = 0. Even if the fluctuations did persist elsewhere, the sim-

plest theoretical picture of anomalous resistivity generation in MRX by the LHDI,

through effective scattering of the current carrying particles at the null, is unlikely

to be valid in light of the observations. In the case that significant fluctuation am-

plitude does exist late in time at large z, one might construct a theory to explain

the resistivity enhancement based on electron force balance averaged over a mag-

netic field line [KULSRUD, 2001]. In the case that the collisional mean-free path is

long, electrons near the center of the current sheet may be effectively connected
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to regions at large z where fluctuations may persist and provide anomalous dis-

sipation. Here a point-wise electron force balance (using equation 1.3) may not

be appropriate, and force balance might be maintained in an average sense along

the field line. Another possibility is that, even though the amplitude of the fluc-

tuations drops, the efficiency in resistivity generation increases accordingly. If the

resistivity is provided by, for example, an average turbulent electrostatic force on

the electrons (〈δnδE〉), the phasing between the density and electric field fluctu-

ations is crucial to determining the magnitude of the force. So in this sense, the

amplitude of the fluctuations may not be the only factor determining the magni-

tude of the anomalous resistivity generated. These suggested alternative theories

of anomalous resistivity generation are quite complicated due to the constraints

put on such theories by the observations presented in this chapter. It is perhaps

more likely that the offered conclusion that the LHDI is not providing significant

anomalous resistivity is correct, and that some other simpler mechanism explains

reconnection in MRX. Several possible mechanisms will be offered in Chapter 5.

4.2.3 Scaling of fluctuation amplitude and quasilinear resistivity

with collisionality

The discussions already presented in this section provide a strong suggestion that

the LHDI is not of crucial importance during reconnection in MRX. An additional

data set which provides further support for this conclusion was was taken to ex-

plore the dependence of the fluctuation amplitude and computed quasilinear re-

sistivity on the collisionality in MRX current sheets. The data shown in Figure 1.5
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Figure 4.17: (a) Fluctuation amplitude and (b) normalized fluctuation amplitude
versus collisionality from a scan in fill pressure.

demonstrate that Coulomb collisions alone are sufficient to explain the reconnec-

tion electric field (and hence the reconnection rate) in high-collisionality discharges

in MRX. If the fluctuations were in some way responsible for providing anomalous

resistivity or for setting the reconnection electric field in MRX current sheets, one

might expect that the amplitude would be suppressed at high collisionality, where

Eθ/ηsp jθ ∼ 1. Fig. 4.17(a) shows the measured peak fluctuation amplitude (peak

amplitude in both space and time) versus λmfp/δ from a scan of fill pressure. The

amplitude of the fluctuations does tend to increase with decreasing collisionality

(increasing λmfp/δ). However, if the fluctuation amplitude is normalized to the

measured electron temperature, which from Boltzmann’s equation might be con-

sidered a crude estimate of δn/n in the turbulence, we find that there is essentially

no change in this quantity with collisionality, as shown in Fig. 4.17(b). Theoretical

studies of the effects of collisions on the growth rate of the LHDI have been done
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by HUBA and OSSAKOW [1981], resulting in an estimate for the collision frequency

at which the LHDI is completely suppressed [DRAKE et al., 1984]:

νc ≈ 0.814
(

Vd

vth,i

)2

ωLH (4.3)

For the most collisional data point in Figure 4.17, the electron collision frequency

is calculated to be νe ≈ 375 MHz, and the critical collision frequency calculated

using Eqn. 4.3 is νc ≈ 430 MHz. The highly collisional discharges are therefore

approaching the estimate for the point at which the LHDI might be collisionally

suppressed, but are sufficiently below this point so that it is not surprising to ob-

serve high amplitude fluctuations.

Theoretical estimates of effective collision rates produced by LHDI fluctuations

depend on the normalized amplitude of the fluctuations, Ek/nT ∼ (δn/n)2 (see

Eqn. 2.8). Figure 4.17(b) then suggests that the effective collision rate provided

by the LHDI fluctuations in MRX should be fairly constant as the collisionality is

drastically changed in the current sheet. However, as the collisionality is raised

in MRX νe,i increases dramatically, and therefore the normalized LHDI resistivity,

νLHDI/νe,i might behave in a manner consistent with Figure 1.5. We can now com-

pute the normalized effective LHDI collision rate for this set of data, using Eqn. 2.8

along with the measured amplitude, plasma parameters and the linear theoretical

estimates for the LHDI shown in Figure 4.8. For example, for the lowest collision-

ality data point in Figure 4.17,

νLHDI = Im

(
k⊥

4ω2
p,i

k2
⊥v2

th,i
ζiZ(ζi)

)
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Ti

meV
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=
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V
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)
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ωLH

≈ 0.6ωLH = 26MHz
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This estimate is actually lower than the Coulomb collision rate for that data point,

νe,i ≈ 35MHz, suggesting a resistivity enhancement of less than a factor of two.

Figure 4.18 shows the computed LHDI resistivity enhancement along with the

measured resistivity enhancement (E/ηsp j) as a function of collisionality for all

the data points in the pressure scan. While the LHDI resistivity enhancement

does increase with decreasing collisionality, it is clearly insufficient to explain the

observed value of E/ηsp j. It should be noted that the effective collision rate is

computed using the maximum fluctuation amplitude (maximum in both time and

space), and therefore provides a very generous estimate of the LHDI resistivity.

The amplitude at the center of the current sheet, where E/ηsp j is measured, is

significantly lower than this peak amplitude, and an estimate of the effective colli-

sionality there should be more than an order of magnitude lower.

4.3 Summary

In this Chapter, detailed measurements of fluctuations in the MRX current sheet

were presented. These measurements have led to the first experimental identi-

fication of the lower-hybrid drift instability in a laboratory current sheet, and to

the first opportunity for a detailed study of the role of this instability in magnetic

reconnection. Support for identifying the measured fluctuations as being due to

the LHDI was provided by detailed measurements of the frequency spectrum, ra-

dial amplitude profiles and spatial correlations. A local linear theory of the LHDI

was used to successfully explain asymmetries observed in the measured radial

fluctuation amplitude profile. Correlation measurements indicated a decorrela-

tion length in the turbulence which was comparable to the theoretically predicted
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Figure 4.18: Measured resistivity enhancement and computed LHDI resistivity en-
hancement as a function of collisionality

wavelength of the LHDI, an observation which is consistent with a theoretically

predicted strong linear growth rate. Measurements of phase velocity in the fluc-

tuations suggested a preference for propagation in the electron diamagnetic direc-

tion, but a statistically significant value for the phase velocity was not found due

to a large variations in the measured phase at each frequency in the turbulence.

Estimates of the expected saturation amplitude by electron resonance broadening

and nonlinear mode coupling were made based on measured plasma parameters.

The estimate for the measured potential fluctuation amplitude was found to be

comparable to the electron resonance broadening estimate, but roughly a factor of
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4 lower than the nonlinear Landau damping estimate.

The observations presented suggest that the LHDI does not play an essential

role in reconnection in MRX. The role of the LHDI in the reconnection process

in MRX was explored through studying the spatial and temporal behavior of the

fluctuation amplitude and through studying the dependence of the fluctuation am-

plitude on the current sheet collisionality. The observed radial profile of the fluc-

tuations is consistent with several theoretical predictions that the LHDI should not

penetrate to the high-beta null point. In addition, it was noted that the current

sheet profile in MRX is not the marginal state of the LHDI, and that it is therefore

possible that the spatial scale of the current sheet is not controlled by the turbu-

lence alone. The temporal behavior of the fluctuation amplitude provided further

support for the conclusion that the LHDI is not essential to reconnection in MRX.

The amplitude was observed to drop dramatically during reconnection, while the

reconnection rate (electric field) was steady. The mechanism for the drop in am-

plitude is still not fully understood, but this observation makes it difficult to claim

that the LHDI is providing anomalous dissipation during reconnection in MRX.

Finally, a study of the effect of collisionality in the current sheet on the fluctua-

tion amplitude and computed effective collisionality was performed. The normal-

ized fluctuation amplitude was found to be fairly insensitive to the collisionality in

MRX current sheets. The quasilinear estimate of the LHDI collisionality was found

to fall short of the Coulomb collision rate in low collisionality discharges, even

when the peak fluctuation amplitude is used in the computation, further suggest-

ing that the LHDI is not responsible for enhancing the resistivity in MRX current

sheets.



Chapter 5

Summary and Discussion

T HE ROLE OF TURBULENCE in the process of magnetic reconnection has

been debated for decades. In this dissertation, the first experimental

study of fluctuations in a neutral current sheet formed in an MHD

plasma is presented. The primary result of this dissertation is the experimental

observation of the lower-hybrid drift instability operating in the current sheet of

MRX. This represents the first observation and detailed characterization of this in-

stability in a current sheet in the laboratory. The detection of the LHDI in MRX

provided the unique opportunity to study the role of the instability in magnetic re-

connection, in an experiment where the reconnection rate can not be explained by

classical collisional dissipation. The data and analysis presented in this disserta-

tion suggest that the LHDI is not essential to the reconnection process in MRX. Both

the observation of the LHDI and the analysis of its role in reconnection in MRX

could have a wide-ranging impact. Specifically the observation that turbulence

does not seem to be crucial for reconnection to occur in collisionless MRX plasmas

could be applicable to reconnection in the solar corona, the magnetosphere, and in

116
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other laboratory devices such as magnetically confined fusion experiments.

5.1 Dissertation summary

High-frequency fluctuations were detected in the MRX neutral sheet using a novel

diagnostic technique in which wideband amplifiers were embedded near the tips

of floating Langmuir and magnetic pick-up probes. The identification of the ob-

served high-frequency fluctuations as lower-hybrid drift waves was made follow-

ing detailed studies of the spectrum, radial amplitude profile and spatial correla-

tions of the fluctuations. A scan of the lower hybrid frequency in the MRX current

sheet was made through varying the field strength and mass of the working gas.

This scan demonstrated consistency between the measured frequency spectra and

the theoretical expectation for the LHDI. The radial amplitude profile of the fluctu-

ations was found to be asymmetric with respect to the current sheet location, with

the amplitude strongly peaked on the inner edge of current sheets formed in MRX.

The observed asymmetry was successfully explained using a local, electrostatic,

linear theory of the LHDI along with measured profiles of density, temperature,

and magnetic field. Asymmetries in the driving forces behind the LHDI, the den-

sity gradient and cross-field drift, coupled with an asymmetric profile of stabilizing

plasma beta provide an explanation for the measured radial profile. The amplitude

of the fluctuations was observed to peak early in the reconnection process and then

drop fairly dramatically before the end of the quasi-steady reconnection phase in

MRX. The details of this time behavior are still not fully understood, but a poten-

tial explanation was offered based on ion heating during reconnection. Studies of
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spatial correlations in the observed fluctuations yielded an estimate for the decor-

relation length which was comparable to the theoretically predicted wavelength

of the LHDI. This observation is consistent with the linear theoretical prediction

of a very strong growth rate for the LHDI in MRX current sheets, γ ∼ ωr ∼ ωLH.

The propagation characteristics of the fluctuations were investigated through con-

struction of statistical dispersion relations using the phase in the cross-spectrum

of spatially separated probes. These investigations revealed a preference for prop-

agation in the electron diamagnetic direction, but a statistically significant value

for the phase velocity of the waves was not determined. The inability to accu-

rately determine the phase velocity was likely contributed to linear effects, such

as the three-dimensional nature of the wave vector, as well as turbulent nonlinear

broadening of the wave dispersion.

The primary motivation for studying fluctuations in the MRX current sheet was

to ascertain the role of turbulence in the process of magnetic reconnection. The

observations reported in this dissertation indicate that the LHDI is not essential

in determining the reconnection rate in MRX current sheets. This conclusion is

supported by the radial profile and time behavior of the fluctuation amplitude as

well as the scaling of the fluctuation amplitude with current sheet collisionality.

The radial profiles, as discussed above, were seen to be consistent with the linear

theory of LHDI, as the instability is observed to be suppressed at the high-beta

magnetic null in the center of the current sheet. This observation suggests that

no local anomalous resistivity can be produced by the LHDI at the null in MRX.

In addition, it seems unlikely that the LHDI is the dominant physical mechanism

controlling the width of the current sheet in MRX, as the instability is not marginal

and is in fact very strongly growing. Perhaps the strongest evidence suggesting
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that the LHDI is not essential in determining the reconnection rate in MRX comes

from the observed time behavior of the instability amplitude. The fluctuation am-

plitude is measured to grow during formation of the current sheet and early in

the reconnection process. However, the amplitude peaks early during reconnec-

tion and drops significantly while the reconnection rate (the reconnection electric

field) remains fairly steady. Again, the exact mechanism behind this time behav-

ior is not clearly understood; however, this observation casts doubt on the role

of the LHDI in producing sufficient anomalous resistivity in MRX. An additional

study of the behavior of the LHDI amplitude with collisionality was performed,

motivated by the observation of classical reconnection (described by collisional

resistivity) at high current sheet collisionality. Very little change in the peak nor-

malized amplitude of the LHDI was observed as the collisionality was increased

over an order of magnitude. An estimate of the quasilinear collision rate due to

the LHDI was made, finding that the collision rate at the peak of the amplitude in

space and time is no larger than the Coulomb collision rate in MRX plasmas, even

in low-collisionality current sheets. While these observations are not necessarily

conclusive in ruling out any important role of the LHDI in MRX current sheets,

they place significant constraints on any theory which would invoke this instabil-

ity in producing anomalous resistivity during reconnection.

5.2 Future directions

While LHDI turbulence is observed during reconnection in MRX, it is very un-

likely to be the explanation for fast reconnection in collisionless plasmas in MRX.
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In addition, the diagnostics used for this study are capable of detecting fluctua-

tions up to roughly ten times the lower hybrid frequency, and currently there are

no other fluctuations observed which are likely candidates to provide anomalous

resistivity1. For this reason, it is currently difficult to construct a theory of fast

reconnection based on anomalous resistivity in MRX. Therefore in order to gain

understanding of the physical mechanism behind reconnection in MRX, the ex-

perimental focus should likely be shifted away from turbulence and fluctuations

and to other possibilities. One prominent alternative possibility is that the recent

Hall dominated reconnection theories are applicable to MRX. In addition, resistiv-

ity generation by collisions with neutrals and by particle orbit effects is possible.

Following a description of these alternative possibilities, a discussion of further

fluctuation studies will be offered.

5.2.1 Hall dominated reconnection in MRX

The theory of collisionless reconnection based on the Hall term in the generalized

Ohm’s law was briefly presented in Chapter 1. This theory might offer an explana-

tion for observations in MRX, and experiments designed to look for the signatures

of this type of reconnection should be undertaken. Simulations of Hall dominated

reconnection predict the possibility of a two-scale current sheet – with an ion cur-

rent sheet on the c/ωp,i scale and a much sharper electron current sheet on the

scale at which collisionless dissipation is available (c/ωp,e for inertial dissipation,

for example) [SHAY et al., 1998]. First of all, it is interesting to note that MRX cur-

rent sheets are observed to have c/ωp,i thickness. The data in this dissertation have
1Appendix B discusses other magnetic fluctuations which have been observed. These seem

unlikely to provide anomalous resistivity based on early observations.
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cast doubt on the role of turbulence in controlling this thickness, and it is quite pos-

sible that instead the Hall term plays this role. The two-scale current sheet could

provide an explanation for the observed discrepancy in the electron force balance

in MRX current sheets (see Figure 1.5). From the perspective of the Hall dominated

simulations, the discrepancy is not caused by an enhanced resistivity, but instead

by a small scale (currently unobserved) structure in the current density. These cur-

rent structures are expected on quite small scales, perhaps as small as c/ωp,e, and

it is quite likely that current diagnostics are incapable of detecting it. The electron

skin depth, c/ωp,e ≈ 0.5mm in MRX, is actually 6 times smaller than the diameter

of the pick-up coils used to make measurements in MRX (thus the primary issue is

not the separation between coils, but the size of the coils themselves). In addition

to structures in current density, in these simulations the generation of a quadrupole

structure in out-of-plane magnetic field near the null point (out-of-plane refers to

toroidal field in MRX) is observed. The structure in the out-of-plane field is also at

small scales (again, c/ωp,e in some simulations), and it is unlikely that the current

set of diagnostics is capable of detecting these structures. New diagnostics need

to be developed in order to study structures at small scales in the current sheet,

and test the viability of the Hall dominated theories in MRX current sheets. Very

few three-dimensional simulations of collisionless reconnection including Hall ef-

fects have been done, but the initial simulations have suggested that turbulence

might be driven by the electron scale current sheet, and might result in a break-up

of that current sheet structure [ROGERS et al., 2000; DRAKE, 1997]. The turbulence

observed in these simulations is very high frequency (ω & Ωe, due to a Kelvin-

Helmholtz type instability) and does not contribute an anomalous resistivity, but

may provide a viscous or hyperresistive effect at small scales. Even in the case
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where the electron current sheet breaks-up, it is found that the rate of reconnection

is still controlled by the physics of the standing whistler wave (in these models

the reconnection rate is insensitive to the dissipation mechanism, whether it be a

laminar mechanism such as electron inertia, or a viscous or hyperresistive dissipa-

tion due to electron timescale turbulence). In this case, the electron scale current

structure may not be observable in MRX, yet the signature of the standing whistler

wave (the out-of-plane magnetic field) should persist. Future experiments might

therefore focus on detection of this feature, through the development of high reso-

lution magnetic diagnostics.

5.2.2 Neutral resistivity

Another possible explanation for the discrepancy in the electron force balance in

the current sheet of MRX is the effects of neutral collisions on the resistivity. The

ionization fraction in MRX, based on the assumption that the neutral density is uni-

form in space and is determined by the fill pressure prior to ionization is roughly

10-30% (for 2-8 mT fill pressure, peak density is roughly 1-10×1013cm−3). There-

fore a large fraction of the gas inside the vacuum chamber during the plasma dis-

charge is possibly not ionized. The ratio between the Coulomb collision frequency

and the neutral collision frequency is (where σo is the electron-neutral collision

cross-section):
νo

νe
=

no

ne

σo

2.9× 10−6√me
T2

e

The ratio scales as T2
e / fion (assumingσo is largely independent of the electron tem-

perature), where fion = ne/no. The electron temperature in MRX is seen to rise

from roughly 5 eV to 10 eV as the collisionality is lowered, while the ionization

fraction is roughly constant, suggesting that this ratio should increase in a fashion
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qualitatively consistent with the discrepancy in the electron force balance shown

in Figure 1.5. However, even though the collision rate scales consistently with the

resistivity enhancement, the cross section for electron-neutral collisions is quite

low and the absolute value of the collision rate might be far too small to explain

the observed enhancement. For example, the cross section for elastic collisions

with neutrals is roughly σo ≈ 1 × 10−16cm2, yielding a neutral collision rate of

around 1 MHz in low Coulomb collisionality MRX plasmas. This rate is an or-

der of magnitude less than the Coulomb collision rate in these plasmas, which is

around 35 MHz. In order for neutrals to explain the reconnection rate in MRX,

the cross section must be significantly enhanced by inelastic processes. Numerical

studies are currently under way to determine the neutral density profile in MRX.

These studies will be complimented by spectroscopic experiments of neutral emis-

sion profiles in MRX.

5.2.3 Inertial resistivity

SPEISER [1970] first introduced the concept that the finite lifetime of particles in a

current sheet can produce a resistive effect due to particle inertia. Speiser assumed

that the current-carrying particles experience the reconnection electric field for a

finite time τc before being lost from the current sheet. During this time, inertia

limits the speed, and hence current, which these particles can obtain in the accel-

erating electric field. Speiser’s single-particle orbit model predicts the lifetime of

the particles in the current sheet is approximately the cyclotron orbit timescale in

the reconnected field present in the outflow region (Br in MRX). Orbits about this

field carry the particles in the outflow direction, allowing them to escape. In MRX,

Speiser’s simple effective inertial collision rate is far too small to explain the rate
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of reconnection (τc & 10µs). However, recent detailed theoretical work on orbits

in current sheets [EGEDAL and FASOLI, 2001b] and in field-reversed configuration

(FRC) plasmas [GLASSER and COHEN, 2001] have shown that effective scattering

due to orbit effects may provide significant resistivity and particle heating. Recent

experiments studying the formation of current sheets in a magnetic cusp geome-

try have suggested that, at certain values of the applied drive electric field, current

sheet formation is suppressed entirely by single-particle orbit effects, resulting in

an effective infinite inertial resistivity [EGEDAL and FASOLI, 2001a]. These results

are consistent with previous theoretical studies of current sheet equilibria which

suggest that below a critical electric field orbit effects prevent current sheet for-

mation [BURKHART et al., 1992]. MRX is clearly in the regime where current sheet

formation is allowed, and therefore the applicability of these orbit effects to resis-

tivity enhancement in MRX is unclear. Experimental investigation of these effects

in MRX would be quite difficult, most likely requiring detailed knowledge of the

particle distribution functions in the current sheet. However, theoretical studies

of single-particle orbits in MRX geometry could be carried out to ascertain their

importance.

5.2.4 Further fluctuation studies

The study of the LHDI presented in this dissertation is by no means an exhaustive

study of the properties of this instability in MRX current sheets. Measurements of

the fluctuation characteristics should be performed in other locations in the r− z

plane in MRX, in order to fully understand the spatial and time behavior of the

instability amplitude. This type of study is motivated by the possibility that a non-

local resistivity generated by the LHDI may be present in MRX. It is possible that if
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fluctuations are present downstream, the friction produced by these waves at z > 0

could somehow be transferred to the center of the current sheet by collisionless ef-

fects along a magnetic field line [KULSRUD, 2001]. In addition, studies of the full

two-dimensional amplitude profile are motivated by predictions from Hall dom-

inated three-dimensional simulations of reconnection where the LHDI is driven

by electron-scale structures associated with standing whistler waves downstream

from the center of the current sheet [ROGERS et al., 2000]. The time behavior of the

fluctuation amplitude is not fully understood, and an understanding of the behav-

ior of the fluctuations at large z could help resolve this issue. Another topic which

should be investigated is the role of the observed LHDI fluctuations in ion heating

in MRX. Ion heating has been studied in detail in reconnection current sheets in

MRX [HSU et al., 2000], and it is possible that the LHDI contributes to the observed

heating. In addition, much work remains to be done in characterizing the magnetic

fluctuations whose preliminary observations are outlined in Appendix B. Studies

of these fluctuations similar to those performed on electrostatic fluctuations in this

dissertation should be undertaken in order to identify their source.

Additional fluctuation measurements could be performed at higher frequency

ranges than studied in this dissertation. The role of higher frequency fluctuations

(ω & Ωe) in resistivity generation is questionable due to the likely inability of

waves in this frequency range to effectively interact with the ions and exchange

momentum between electrons and ions. However, higher frequency fluctuations

might be important in generating viscous and hyperresistive dissipation [ROGERS

et al., 2000]. Instabilities in this frequency range might also lead to a break up of

small scale features expected to form as a result of the Hall term in MRX current

sheets [DRAKE, 1997]. Capacitive probes constructed using impedance matching
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probe tip buffer amplifiers should be capable of detecting fluctuations in the GHz

frequency range [BENJAMIN, 1982].



Appendix A

Analysis of field perturbations due to

a ferrous transformer core

H IGH-BANDWIDTH PULSE TRANSFORMERS are employed in the ampli-

fier circuits used in the electrostatic (Langmuir probe) fluctuation di-

agnostics described in Chapter 3. These transformers are wound on

toroids of high-µ ferrous material, which could potentially perturb the local field

when inserted into a plasma. This perturbation might alter the field near the tip of

the probe and hence disturb the floating potential measurement being performed.

The extent of the field perturbation can be calculated straightforwardly by assum-

ing the transformer core to be spherical with a radius of 1.5 mm (the actual cores

are toroidal with major radius plus minor radius equal to 1.5 mm, making this as-

sumption conservative). Consider the case where a uniform background field, B0,

exists and the spherical core is inserted into the field1. The problem can be solved
1This problem can be found in electricity and magnetism textbooks [GRIFFITHS, 1989; JACKSON,

1998]
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by assuming the core is a linearly permeable material and through taking a pertur-

bative approach. First assume the zero-order field is the field inside the core and

calculate the magnetization of the sphere:

M0 = χmH0 =
χm

µo(1 + χm)
B0

Where χm is the magnetic susceptibility of the core. The field within a sphere of

material with magnetization M is B = (2/3)µoM. The first order magnetic field

inside the core due to the zeroth order magnetization is then:

B1 =
2
3

χm

1 + χm
B0 =

2
3

KB0

where K = χm/(1 + χm). It can easily be shown that higher order corrections to

the field inside the sphere are:

Bn =
(

2
3

K
)n

B0

This results in a geometric series solution for the magnetic field inside the sphere:

B =
∞

∑
n=0

(
2
3

K
)n

B0 =
1

1− 2K/3
B0

So that the exact solution to the magnetic field inside the sphere is:

B =
1 + χm

1 + χm/3
B0 (A.1)

The field outside of the core is dipolar, with dipole moment m = (4π/3)R3M,

where R is the radius of the sphere. The assumption that the core is linear is strictly

incorrect, however, the relation:

B + 2µoH = 3B0

is valid in the nonlinear core [JACKSON, 1998]. Here the upper limit for the field

internal to the core (B) is still 3B0, which is the χm →∞ limit of equation A.1. Fig-

ure A.1 shows contours in the r− z plane of magnetic field strength in the presence
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of the ferrous core, normalized to the initial field strength, B0, for the χm →∞ limit

of equation A.1. The position of the probe shaft (for both 1/4” and 3/8” cases) as

well as the placement of the probe tips is shown in this figure. The field due to the

core falls off rapidly toward the probe tips, and should be a negligible perturbation

to the background field near the tips. A stronger perturbation is found along the z

axis of the core (along the unperturbed field direction), with a 20% perturbation at

the edge of the 1/4” shaft and a 6% perturbation near the edge of the 3/8” shaft.

These perturbations fall off sharply, and any perturbation to the plasma should be

dominated by the presence of the probe shaft itself. The use of a very small fer-

rous core in the buffer amplifier circuit should therefore not result in a significant

perturbation of the local field and should not adversely effect fluctuation measure-

ments. Magnetic field measurements near the fluctuation probe shaft (using the

29-channel 1D probe array within 1-2 cm of the probe shaft in the z direction) sup-

port this conclusion, showing no evidence of a perturbation due to the transformer

core (within ∼ 5% error bars).
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Figure A.1: Magnetic perturbation due to ferrous transformer core used in buffer
amplifiers in fluctuation probes. The size of 1/4” and 3/8” shafts are shown. The
probe tips are approximately 10 mm away along r from the core.



Appendix B

Survey of magnetic fluctuations in

MRX

A DDITIONAL magnetic signals were observed during studies of the lower-

hybrid drift instability in MRX current sheets. The instabilities or

other plasma phenomena associated with these signals have not yet

been positively identified, but in this appendix we will comment on the character-

istics of the fluctuations and possible roles they may have during reconnection in

MRX.

Magnetic fluctuations were measured in low-collisionality null-helicity current

sheets in MRX using the magnetic fluctuation diagnostic described in Chapter 3.

Three classes of fluctuations are observed in the measurements: (1) Lower hy-

brid frequency range signals which are observed at the inner edge of the current

sheet; (2) Broadband, intermediate frequency (0.1MHZ . f . 10MHz) signals

observed at larger radii (39cm . r . 45cm); and (3) Low frequency ( f ∼ 500kHz),

short-lived signals observed near the center of the current sheet and late in time
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(t & 280µs). The first class of fluctuations, an example of which was shown in

Figure 4.15, are attributed to the LHDI and were discussed briefly in Chapter 4.

Figure B.1: Magnetic measurement at r = 0.43m, along with an FFT of the signal,
corrected to show the spectrum of B rather than Ḃ.

Figure B.1 shows an example of the second class of magnetic signals, which are

observed at radii larger than the current sheet center, starting at the outer edge

and persisting as far as 10 cm away (this measurement is taken at r = 0.43cm,

measuring fluctuations in Bz). An FFT of the example signal (corrected to show

the spectrum of B rather than Ḃ) shows the spectrum is broadband and fairly fea-

tureless, extending up to several MHz (relevant frequencies at this spatial location:

fLH ∼ 4MHz, fc,i ∼ 100kHz). The peak value of δB derived from this measure-

ment is roughly 10G, making δB/B ∼ 10%. Nearly equal amplitude fluctuations

are observed in Bz and Bθ for this class of signals. Figure B.2 shows contour plots

of electrostatic and magnetic fluctuation rms amplitude (both high-pass filtered at

500 kHz, Bz measured with magnetic diagnostics) for a radial scan performed in

low-pressure hydrogen discharges (12/10 kV, 3.5 mT). The trajectory of both the
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Figure B.2: Contours of rms amplitude of δφf and Ḃ during 12/10 kV, 3.5 mT dis-
charges in MRX. Superimposed are the trajectory of the location of peak current
density (dotted line) and of the magnetic null (solid line).

peak of the current density (derived from fitting the magnetic measurements to a

Harris profile) as well as the trajectory of the magnetic null are shown. The elec-

trostatic signals are observed to stay primary to the inside of the magnetic null,

peaked on the inner edge of the current sheet, as discussed in Chapter 4. The

magnetic amplitude profile is less clear-cut, but a transition from signals in class

(1) (identified as magnetic LHDI, and shown in Figure 4.15) to those in class (2)

(as shown in Figure B.1) is observed when going from inside to outside the null

location in radius. The current density is small at r = 0.43cm where strong fluc-

tuations (class (2)) are observed, and it is therefore unlikely that these signals are

due to a current driven instability. A likely candidate for the energy source of these
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fluctuations is flow and flow shear which has been observed spectroscopically at

large radius in null-helicity helium discharges. Figure B.3 shows a spectroscopic

measurement of the radial profile of toroidal ion flow in MRX [HSU et al., 2001].

The source of these toroidal flows is not clear, although there is some evidence

from radial floating potential measurements that they may be due to radial electric

fields at on the outer edge of MRX plasmas [HSU et al., 2001].

Figure B.3: Spectroscopic measurement of the radial profile of toroidal ion flow in
helium discharges in MRX. [HSU, 2000]

The third class of magnetic signals are observed near the center of the current

sheet, but very late in time. Figure B.4 shows an example of this type of signal,

which is typically low frequency, short lived, and large amplitude (here δB/B ∼ 1).

This signal is measured on the inner edge of the current sheet r = 0.35m, and in-

cludes an observation of magnetic LHDI fluctuations. A wavelet transform was

employed to estimate the frequency content of the time integral of this signal, and
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Figure B.4: Magnetic signal showing magnetic LHDI fluctuations and a large am-
plitude low frequency signal later in time. Also plotted is the wavelet transform of
the time integrated low frequency signal.

is also shown in Figure B.4. The signal sits in the 0.1-1 MHz range, which is near the

local value of the ion cyclotron frequency (Ωi ∼ 300kHz). This third class of mag-

netic signals are typically observed near the center of the current sheet, but at or

after the end of the quasi-steady reconnection phase (t & 280µs). Figure B.5 shows

contours of rms magnetic fluctuation amplitude for frequencies above 100 kHz,

from the same radial fluctuation scan as presented in Figure B.2. The third class

of signals are localized near (just above) the trajectory of the null, and late in time

(t & 280µs). The time behavior of the amplitude of the these late-time signals is

compared to the behavior of the electric field and plasma current at late times in

Figure B.6. In this figure, the maximum (in space) fluctuation amplitude for signals

above and below 800 kHz is compared to the reconnection electric field and the to-

tal plasma current. The third class of signals are observed to arise near t = 275µs

and peak near t = 282µs. Soon after the peaking of these low-frequency signals,
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Figure B.5: Contours of rms magnetic fluctuation amplitude using a 100 kHz high-
pass filter. Trajectories of the magnetic null (solid line) and the location of peak
current density (dotted line) are also shown.

the electric field is seen to rise dramatically, while the total plasma current begins

a fairly rapid decay. This event could be interpreted as a disruption of the current

sheet current, and could be caused by an instability associated with the third class

of magnetic signals. An instability which is predicted to have characteristics quite

similar to this third class of magnetic signals (ω ∼ Ωi) is the drift-kink instabil-

ity (DKI) [ZHU and WINGLEE, 1996]. Three-dimensional particle simulations of

reconnection by HORIUCHI and SATO [1999] show a similar picture to the observa-

tions presented in this appendix: the LHDI grows on the edge of the current sheet,
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but dissipates in strength as the DKI grows in the center of the current sheet. This

possibility is quite interesting, as the DKI has never before been observed in any

plasma, yet has been invoked often in the theoretical literature. Currently, there is

an active theoretical debate over whether the growth rate of the DKI can be sig-

nificant anywhere other than in particle simulations with artificially low values of

me/mi [DAUGHTON, 1999]. If this is an observation of the DKI, the detailed char-

acterization of this instability in MRX would be quite a contribution. However,

there is a less provocative alternative explanation for these signals. Current sheets

formed in MRX are “line-tied” to the flux cores during current sheet formation and

reconnection. The tension provided by the field lines surrounding both the current

sheet and the flux cores provides some stabilizing influence against any unstable

motion of the current sheet. At late times, reconnection has depleted the number

of lines which are “tying” the current sheet to the flux cores, and the current sheet

may “pinch-off” from the flux cores as an independent object. This pinching-off

was exploited in spheromak formation using flux cores in the S-1 spheromak [YA-

MADA et al., 1981]. Once the current sheet has been separated from the flux cores,

any number of unstable motions of the new separated object (FRC-like in the null-

helicity case) may occur (e.g. tilting) that might lead to the signals observed at late

time.

We can now make some comments on the relevance of the observed magnetic

fluctuations to the process of reconnection in MRX. While the third class of fluctu-

ations may have dramatic effects on the current sheet late in time, they occur too

late to be important during the quasi-steady phase of reconnection. It is interest-

ing to note that both the magnetic LHDI and the second class of magnetic signals

have similar time behavior as the quasi-steady phase of reconnection begins, as
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Figure B.6: Time history of reconnection electric field (Eθ), total plasma current (Ip),
and peak magnetic fluctuation amplitude for low (0.1MHz < f < 0.8MHz) and
high ( f > 0.8MHz) frequency fluctuations. The dotted line indicates the time of
peak amplitude of the late-time, low-frequency signals.
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shown in the bottom plot in Figure B.6 or in the contour plots in Figures B.2 and

B.5. On average, the fluctuation amplitude of both types of signals drops off early

in the reconnection process, in a similar manner to the electrostatic LHDI signals

discussed in Chapter 4. In addition, while significant amplitude is seen near the

magnetic null early in time (where δB/B must be quite large), the second class of

fluctuations seems to be driven by an energy source that may have little to do with

the presence of a current sheet. The low frequency plot in Figure B.6 also shows

peaking early in the reconnection process, but finite amplitude remains during the

quasi-steady reconnection phase. The remaining amplitude is dominated by the

low-end of the frequency range, and is likely due to 5− 10µs features associated

with macroscopic motions of the current sheet that are unlikely to contribute any

resistive effect. These observations are preliminary and certainly do not conclu-

sively rule out important roles of these additional fluctuations during reconnection

in MRX. However, these observations do not provide any substantial support for

overturning the primary conclusion of this thesis: that constructing a theoretical

picture of reconnection in MRX based on turbulent resistivity has become quite

difficult due to the measurements presented herein.
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